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On Friday, November 19, the Board of Trustees approved the appointment of Vladimir P. Shalaev as the Robert and Anne Burnett Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Shalaev is among the 102 named or distinguished faculty at Purdue.

“Vladimir Shalaev is a scholar preeminent in his field. He attracts major research grants as well as the very best students and faculty,” says Mark Smith. “Professors such as Shalaev are essential to our strategic plan.”

Shalaev specializes in nano-photonics, nonlinear optics and spectroscopy, mesoscopic physics, quantum electronics, and optoelectronics. He came to Purdue in 2001 from New Mexico State University, where he was the George W. Gardiner Professor of Physics.

He has authored and edited four books, 13 invited book chapters, and more than 200 research papers. He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society, a Fellow of the Optical Society of America, a co-editor of the Elsevier Book series “Advances in Nano-Optics & Nano-Photonics,” co-editor of Applied Physics B-Lasers and Optics, and chair of a topical group of the Optical Society of America’s Optical Science Division.

ECE Programs Move Up in Rankings

U.S. News and World Report 2005 America’s Best Undergraduate Engineering Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer Engineering</th>
<th>Electrical/Electronic/Communications Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. MIT</td>
<td>1. MIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. UC—Berkeley</td>
<td>2. Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Stanford</td>
<td>3. UC—Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Georgia Tech</td>
<td>7. Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. UT—Austin</td>
<td>8. Caltech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Purdue</strong></td>
<td><strong>8. Purdue</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. News and World Report 2005 America’s Best Graduate Engineering Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. MIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UC—Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Carnegie Mellon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. U. of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Caltech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. U. of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Cornell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Princeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purdue</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrical/Electronic/Communications Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. MIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UC—Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Caltech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. U. of Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. U. of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Georgia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Carnegie Mellon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Cornell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purdue</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Perfect Lens” Not Possible

Better Imaging Systems Feasible — Emil Venere

Researchers at Purdue University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have completed a mathematical analysis showing that it isn’t quite possible to build a so-called “perfect lens,” but the underlying theory still makes it feasible to design better imaging systems.

A perfect lens would be able to focus light more narrowly than conventional lenses, making it possible to etch finer electronic circuits and create more compact and powerful computer chips. Such lenses also might lead to better fiberoptic communications systems and more precise medical imaging technologies.

Researchers have now shown, through rigorous mathematical analysis, that a perfect lens is not possible, says Kevin Webb, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at Purdue.

“It may be possible to build a better imaging system, but it could never be perfect,” says Webb. “That’s the bottom line.”

The findings were detailed in Physical Review E, an online journal published by the American Physical Society. The paper was written by Webb, Purdue engineering doctoral student Ming-Chuan Yang, MIT doctoral student David Ward, and Keith Nelson, a professor of physical chemistry at MIT.
Congratulations to Saurabh Bagchi, Michael Capano, and William Chappell, award winners in Round 6 of the 21st Century Research and Technology Fund. The Fund received 135 proposals this round. Of these, the Fund’s board approved 18 awards totaling $22.4 million. The 21st Century Fund has awarded more than $132 million in grants to 103 projects since its inception in 1999.

Project Title: **Advanced Substrate Design for High-Frequency Systems in a Package**

**Principal Investigator:**
William Chappell (left), Purdue

**Partners:**
Delphi Electronics and Safety
CTS Microelectronics
Omega Wireless Solutions
Nexaura Systems
DuPont Microcircuit Materials
Triangle Park

This project is for the commercialization of high frequency, vertically integrated circuits to create ultra-compact, low-power radios, specifically for the next generation of automotive components such as satellite radio receivers.

“Delphi Electronics has long been the expert in low frequency radios and circuits,” says Chappell, assistant professor of ECE. “Satellite TV and front-looking and rear-looking radar for collision avoidance are part of the emerging generation of technology in the automotive industry. Purdue’s expertise in high-frequency research is filling in Delphi’s skill set.” Chappell continues, “The 21st Century Fund is a non-traditional source of funding used in this case to further advance the outstanding Indiana tradition of innovation in the automotive electronics industry.”

Project Title: **Preparative Mass Spectrometry Using Ion Soft-Landing**

**Principal Investigator:**
John Campbell, Prosolia

**Partners:**
Prosolia • Graham Cooks, Purdue • William Chappell, Purdue • Detector Technologies
Bioanalytical Systems • INCAPS • Inproteo

A new family of mass spectrometers for protein separation, identification, and collection based on ion soft-landing will be developed. The resultant products will meet critical needs in the areas of proteomic research and drug discovery. Commercialization of the technology will lead to increased efficiency and purity in the preparation of biological species that are similar in chemical nature, while maintaining the molecules’ bioactivity.

“This award provides funding to transfer basic advances in mass spectrometry from Purdue to regional chemical companies,” says Chappell. The Purdue portion of the project is predominantly led by the analytical chemistry de-
partment, specifically renowned scientist Graham Cooks. Chappell continues, “The electrical engineering role in this sensor development will be precision fabrication utilizing techniques traditionally used for electronics applications, but applied to the chemical domain.”

Project Title: **Silicon Carbide Electronic Devices for Automotive Systems**

Technical expertise combines with vast commercial markets in this 21st Century Fund project. “Purdue’s role in the partnership is absolutely essential,” says Michael Capano, associate professor of ECE. “We provide the expertise necessary to help Delphi Electronics and Safety in Kokomo realize their business objectives.” The funds will be used to conduct a collaborative study into the feasibility of adapting conventional silicon processing equipment to the high-volume fabrication of silicon carbide (SiC) electronic components for the automotive industry.

“This award provides funding for the transfer of SiC materials and device technology from Purdue to Delphi Electronics and Safety,” says Capano. “Along with this transfer of knowledge, there is the very real prospect that Delphi Electronics and Safety will be able to manufacture SiC parts for automotive systems. New, high-paying jobs in the state would be created to support this activity.”

**Indiana 21st Century Research and Technology Fund Objectives**

- To increase the capacity of Indiana institutions of higher education, Indiana businesses, and Indiana nonprofit corporations and organizations to compete successfully for federal or private research and development funding.

- To stimulate the transfer of research and technology into marketable products.

- To assist with diversifying Indiana’s economy by focusing investment in biomedical research and biotechnology, information technology, and other high technology industry clusters requiring high skill, high wage employees.

- To encourage an environment of innovation and cooperation among universities and businesses to promote research activity.
The combined sewer overflow (CSO) problem is an important challenge facing most major U.S. cities in the Midwest, West Coast, and Northeast. The EPA has mandated that it be rectified, at an estimated expense of $45 billion.

“In these cities, storm and sanitary sewers are connected and get overloaded during storm events,” says Saurabh Bagchi, assistant professor of ECE. “In such cases, the municipalities divert the excess flow into an open stream or river, thereby compromising the water quality and posing a significant public health threat.”

This team plans to develop, deploy, and test a wireless sensor network that can be used to monitor and control CSO events in South Bend.

“This project offers an exciting opportunity to see the technology on RF antennas and robust communication middleware that we have been developing at Purdue being put to use in a harsh physical environment to solve a very real problem,” says Bagchi.
Ray Sokola Stresses Innovation That Matters

ECE Lecture Series Features Outstanding Leaders in Engineering — Mary Lundstrom

On October 14, students, faculty, and members of the general public gathered in Fowler Hall, Stewart Center, to hear Ray Sokola, corporate vice president and chief technology officer of Motorola. Speaking from personal experience, Sokola stressed the importance of perseverance for engineers with visionary ideas. He cited his work that began in the 1970s developing cell phone technology at Motorola as a prime example of the persistence necessary to carry innovation from obscurity to widespread acceptance.

The appreciative audience included students enrolled in ECE 400, the undergraduate seminar. ECE 400 student Nathan Smith says, “Mr. Sokola did a spectacular job communicating the concepts of ‘relevant innovation’ in our field. He gave an enthusiastic, detailed explanation of his extensive patent and hands-on experience with Motorola’s latest-greatest cell phone.”

As Sokola spoke, Smith noted many classmates nodding in agreement. Clearly, Sokola had connected with the ECE students. Smith says, “I left the talk with goose-bumps of excitement about our technical future—and wondering where I could buy one of those phones.”

Tom Talavage, professor and ECE 400 instructor, adds, “The ECE Distinguished Lecture Series provides the opportunity to learn from individuals like Ray Sokola who, through a combination of hard work and intelligent application of knowledge, have achieved the degree of success to which we believe the majority of our students aspire.”

Ray Sokola is corporate vice president and chief technology officer for Motorola’s Integrated Electronic Systems Sector since January 2003. Previously he was senior vice president and general manager of the Telematics Group within Motorola’s Automotive Communications and Electronic Systems business. In this role Sokola was responsible for the evolution of both the technological and business development of the company’s telematics organization.

Sokola also held positions in the Personal Communications Sector, the Ceramic Products Division, and the Components Products Group. He earned 16 patents in radio frequency filtering, three of which earned Patent of the Year at Motorola. Sokola has a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the University of Delaware.
CWSA Holds First Workshop
Leaders Gather to Discuss Wireless Future

The Center for Wireless Systems and Applications (CWSA) is proud to announce its first annual workshop, “Wired for Wireless.” Held on November 18 and 19 at Purdue, the conference enabled leaders in the wireless field from government, industry, and academia to gather to discuss current research and technology trends in wireless systems and their applications. Topics ranged from RF-devices and systems and physical-layer communications to networking issues. Cutting-edge applications included sensor networks, transportation, security, and e-Stadium, a “living lab” in which the latest in wireless technology is deployed for use by football fans in Purdue’s Ross-Ade Stadium.

CWSA builds on Purdue’s existing strengths in engineering, sciences, management, and technology while fostering strong collaboration with industry.

The workshop’s presentations and panel discussions addressed advanced wireless technology, the business case for wireless systems, and government policies that affect the wireless industry. The informal atmosphere encouraged interaction among those attending, from graduate students to industry leaders.

“This workshop brought together all the interesting research being done at Purdue in wireless systems and applications,” says Ed Delp, Silicon Valley Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and workshop coordinator. “People attending the workshop had a chance to see how Indiana is part of the large and exciting ‘wireless future.’”

The workshop was sponsored by the interdisciplinary Center for Wireless Systems and Applications. Purdue is investing $7.27 million over five years to establish the center. CWSA builds on Purdue’s existing strengths in engineering, sciences, management, and technology while fostering strong collaboration with industry.
The Philip F. Bagwell Lecture Series was launched on September 8, 2004. The lecture series provides an annual opportunity for the faculty of ECE to gather to recognize their commitment to pioneering scholarship and to celebrate the memory of Bagwell, an associate professor in ECE at the time of his death from cancer in 2002.

Krannert Auditorium was filled to capacity for the series’ inaugural speaker, Nobel Laureate Herbert Kroemer. A professor of electrical and computer engineering and materials at the University of California—Santa Barbara, Kroemer discussed his current research and the future possibilities of negative refraction, an emerging field in electrical engineering and nanotechnology. In 1963, he proposed the concept of the double-heterostructure laser, the central concept in the field of semiconductor lasers. That work led to his Nobel Prize in physics in 2000.

“The thoughtfulness of this event reflected the essence of what Phil was, and was a wonderful way to keep alive all the things he valued most,” says Suneeta Kercood, Bagwell’s widow.

Bagwell Endowed Lectureship Fund Drive

To support the $50,000 Bagwell Endowed Lectureship Fund Drive, please contact Margarita Contreni. Phone her at 765-496-6453 or e-mail mcontreni@purdue.edu for a pledge envelope.

You may also simply specify your intentions in a letter with your donation. Please address it to Phillip F. Bagwell Endowed Lectureship, c/o Margarita Contreni, Purdue University, School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 465 Northwestern Avenue, West Lafayette, IN 47907-2035.
Integrating photonics with nanotechnology, developing humanoid robot prototypes, and establishing wireless sensor network testbeds are a sampling of a vast array of step-into-the-future discoveries ahead for ECE at Purdue.

“A whole new wave of projects now beginning is about to forever change ECE,” predicts Mark J. T. Smith, ECE head and Michael J. and Katherine R. Birck Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. “Pushing the boundaries has been our hallmark since 1888. This century, we’re extending them dramatically.”

Hailed as a new world standard in research and educational facilities, the multi-facility, multi-disciplinary park debuted in 2004, with construction slated to continue throughout the decade.

A $5 million lead gift from Patrick Wang (BSEE ’72, MSEE ’72, HDR ’04) is kicking off the building campaign as ECE moves forward on the bricks-and-mortar phase of a future that will be marked by unparalleled preeminence.

“This new building, which we’re appropriately naming the Wang Electrical and Computer Engineering Building - Discovery Park...
Engineering Building, is one critical component in our steps toward preeminence,” Smith says.

“Attracting top faculty, increasing the number of professors from 70 to 100, and recruiting top-tier students are equally vital parts of the equation,” he says. “It takes each one to achieve the others, and it will take every one of them to reach our goal.”

**A Facility for Preeminent Learning and Discovery**

“This new building will take us to the next level,” says Robert Pierret, ECE professor, who compiled the academic program statement on the new facility. “It’s much more than space, a key consideration. It’s quality, well-configured space.”

One example of the possibilities in ECE’s new, expanded infrastructure: greater opportunities for work in wireless circuits. “New facilities will provide laboratories for fabrication and theoretical analysis of high-frequency circuits and sensors,” says William Chappell, assistant professor in electrical and computer engineering. “Wireless circuits will become ubiquitous, and higher frequencies of operation will be utilized. That will make electromagnetic analysis more important and the practical applications of electromagnetic principles more prevalent. In the new building, we’ll have space to measure antennas and set up wireless sensor network testbeds.”

That’s only the beginning. Another area of great excitement is nanophotonics, which promises to bring revolutionary impact to present-day electronic and optical technologies, says Vladimir Shalaev, Robert and Anne Burnett Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. “Our goal is to fully integrate photonics with nanotechnology.” The photon is the ultimate unit of information: unmatched speed and data packaged in a signal of zero mass. “Recent advances now enable us to mount a systematic approach toward full system-level integration,” Shalaev continues. “Bringing new faculty into this area, possible with the new ECE building, is critical for our ultimate success.”

Expanded and enhanced facilities also will be key for C. S. George Lee, ECE professor. His work centers on developing humanoid robots that capture human characteristics such as motor learning and control, and instantiating these characteristics in coordination and control algorithms in the robot. “The many imaginative applications include homeland security tasks—humanoid robots equipped with high-tech sensors performing tasks, such as patrolling airports and sensing poisonous gas—as well as search-and-rescue missions and de-mining operations,” he says. “The new ECE building will provide a collaborative research environment for faculty and students to work on multidisciplined research.”

Joining Lee in enthusiasm for the new building is alumnus Jeff Fisher (BSEE ’80), executive vice president for worldwide sales for NVIDIA. “This is a facility for the future,” he says. “You have to invest in the future. And you have to maintain your investment. We’re making an investment today to see that payoff in the future.”

**Increasing Space by Phases**

Plans are to increase ECE’s space by at least 40 percent within the next several years. That will come with the first phase of the new facility and additional space to become available in the MSEE Building. ECE also will continue to occupy the current EE Building. The new building will be expanded in phases, over time, and ultimately bring most faculty and students together in a single location. The new learning space will include labs with front-facing workstations, lockable storage rooms, video security, and raised floors. Interaction space, upgraded research infrastructure, additional offices, and various centers are also planned. These include an energy sources and systems research complex, a large computer engineering consultation and testing lab, and a center for engineering communications, among others, Pierret says.

“We want to do great things, and this new building will give us the facilities to do them,” he believes.

**Raising Funds by December 2006**

The timeline calls for raising $20 million by December 2006, then proceeding with architectural plans for the new building’s first phase.

For Wang, the new building means an expanded promise. “People throughout the world enjoy the benefits of the education and research being done at Purdue. I hope my gift can help to encourage more international involvement with the university,” he says.

Alumnus Jack Shaw (BSEE ’62, HDR ’98), another enthusiastic supporter of ECE’s drive to the future, believes that maintaining a superior education system is a responsibility alumni should feel for young people, Purdue, and the United States.

“We need to make sure Purdue stays up with the times, even ahead of the times,” Shaw says. “It’s fundamental to teaching our young people what’s important to make our country go forward.”
Patrick Shui Chung Wang’s lifelong passion for Purdue University began when the 17-year-old left China for West Lafayette, Ind., in 1968. The chairman and chief executive officer of Johnson Electric, the world’s largest manufacturer of micro-motors, has been waving the Boilermaker flag ever since, most recently by contributing $5 million for the new Wang Electrical and Computer Engineering Building.

At Purdue, Wang earned both bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical engineering in 1972, then headed to his father’s business, the Johnson Electric Group, founded in 1959 to make motors for model race cars. The younger Wang brought along new product and marketing ideas, and soon developed a handheld hairdryer motor for Conair, the company’s first U.S. customer. Four years later, Wang became director of the company, then managing director in 1984 when he listed the company on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. In 1996, he was named to the top post.

Today, Johnson ships 2.5 million motors a day, with annual revenues topping $37 million. The motors are used in automobile components, home applications, power tools, business equipment and personal products—everything from power windows to hairdryers. The company employs 32,000 at production plants in China, Thailand, Italy, and Mexico, and at engineering centers in China, Italy, Japan, Germany, and the U.S.

Besides the engineering he mastered at Purdue, Wang says he learned valuable interpersonal skills from the diverse student body. “That helped me in my later days in management.” The need for both is especially critical today, he says.

“Skills and connections are the two most critical attributes for the new age,” Wang says. “Purdue has a proud heritage of nurturing highly-skilled human talents in various domains.” Now, with his gift to ECE, he hopes to help the school and alumni connect in renewed ways.
I would like to extend my thanks to you, alumni and friends of the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, for your generous gifts of time, talent, and financial support. Pledges have reached $76.7 million halfway through our five-year campaign to raise $128.3 million. This represents 60 percent of our goal as part of the Campaign for Purdue. Our goal includes $20 million to construct a world-class ECE facility. So far, we have raised $7.3 million of that amount.

As we strive to reach preeminence, it is gratifying to have so many who are so willing to invest in our future. It is an exciting time in the proud history of our program. It simply would not be possible without you.

Mark J. T. Smith
### Individual Donors

**$5,000,000 +**  
Michael & Katherine Birck  
Donald & Carol Scifres  
Patrick & Lucy Wang

**$1,000,000 - $4,999,999**  
Anonymous  
Anonymous  
James & Betty Burnett  
William Elmore &  
Mary Jane Elmore-Hanna  
Thomas & Wendy Engibous  
Jai & Shashi Gupta  
Eric & Karen Wenaas  
Stephen & Harriet Zelencik

**$500,000 - $999,999**  
Arthur Borton  
Edmond & Madelyn Deiss

**$100,000 - $499,999**  
Anonymous  
Jeffrey & Edith Fisher  
Frank Greene Jr.  
Eugene & Erika Griffith  
Kevin Hall  
Donald & Jennifer Knebel  
Charles Meiley  
Daniel & Bonnie Meyer  
Stephen Schwartz  
Jack & Martha Shaw

**$50,000 - $99,999**  
Robert Beavers  
William & Sandra Beckman  
Robert & Janet Fenwick  
Frederic & Alice Miller  
Stanley Welch*  
Jerry & Susan Albrecht  
Mark & Valerie Allen  
James & Nancy Becher  
Eugene & Pearl Bollenbach  
Paul & Sara Borzick  
Robert & Patricia Bush  
Thomas Clayton &  
Melinda Moon  
William & Dorothy Cleveland Jr.  
W. Kent & Linda Fuchs  
Victor Green  
Karl Haiges  
Carl & Margot Johnson  
Neal & Vaida Jordan  
Robert Justin  
James Justin  
David Justin  
Jack & H. Rachel Kelble  
John & Catherine Kozik Jr.  
John & Sharon Landis  
William & Dorothy Lindsey  
Robert & Virginia Mangus  
James & Theresa Martin  
Diehl Martin Jr.*  
James McFerran  
William & Rosa Mow  
William Newport  
Bloor & Patricia Redding Jr.  
Michael & Sharen Schoendorf  
Frank Stutesman  
Takashi Tsuji  
Marna Walle  
Victor & Grace Woodling  
Ronald Yara & Margaret Eaton

**$1,000 - $4,999**  
Michael Abraham  
George Adams III &  
Leah Jamieson  
Ademigbile Adewummi  
Elton & Donna Aldred  
Linoy Alex  
Thomas Alexander  
H. Clyde & Ivy Allen  
Donald & Sheila Ansley  
Karol & John Antrim  
Scott Arboleda  
Calvin & Margaret Arnold  
Ronald & Sandra Au  
Richard Auchtelonie  
Jean Austill  
Alan & Donna Bahler  
Thomas Baird  
Donald & Cora Baker  
Donald & Jean Banner  
Ernesto Barajas  
Wayne & Patricia Barden  
Charles & Dita Batteau  
Audrey Baur  
George Becker  
Thomas & Mary Bednarz  
Arthur Bender Jr.*  
Jack & Carol Berlier  
Roland Bertka  
Charles Binzel  
George & Patricia Blackburn  
John & Donna Blink  
John & Rosalie Blocher  
David & Sheila Bloodgood  
James & Patricia Bloomfield  
Thomas Blower  
David Boddy  
Robert & Denise Boehlein  
Bryan & Kathie Bonahoom  
Richard Booher  
John & Amy Boyle  
Henry Brandt  
Frederick & Mary Bried  
David Briggs  
Jeffery Brooks  
Larry Bruehler  
Joe & Lois Brumbaugh  
Philip & Barbara Brunner  
Nancy Bulger  
William & Danielle Burkett Jr.  
Walter & Sylvia Button  
Robert & Patricia Buzard  
C. Richard Campbell  
Basak Can

* Deceased

---

**Campaign Giving Contacts**

For more information on any aspect of giving to the Campaign for Purdue—ECE, please contact:

**Margarita Contreni**  
Director of Development  
mcontreni@purdue.edu  
765-496-6453

**Mamie Jackson**  
Director of Development  
jackso23@purdue.edu  
765-494-9945

Continued on next page.
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John & Carol Miller
Milton Miller II
Carl & Judith Miller Jr.
Pyung June & Suewon Min
Robert & Maureen Monger
Donald Morrow
Rangaswamy Mukundan
Susan Murch
Doyle & Marcella Myers
John Naum
James Nelson
Norman & Paula Nelson
Michael Neuhalfen
Howard Nichols
Amy & Barry Noah
John Nyenhuis & Rebecca Rouc
Don Ogden
Arnold & Gail Ohashi
David & Linda Osburn
Kathy & Timothy O’Sullivan
Timothy Overcash
Glen Peacock
Lawrence Pearce
Janet Penninger
Robert Penninger*
Michael & Holly Phillip
William & Joan Phillips
Stuart Pigman
Terry Platt
Irth Pomeranz
Ralph & Hope Power
Robert Powanal
Hugo & M. Karen Poza
Walter & E. Jean Prange
Orlando & Paula Raimondo
Zoran Raskovich
Donald & Lynne Rathbone
Reda & Laila Razouk
John Reardon
Jerry & Margaret Redmon
Henry Reichardt
Jeffrey & Julie Reilly
Gary Reininga
Paul & Peggy Reising
Robert & Nancy Richardson
Mark & Lynne Rickabaugh
Mark Riehl
James Rine
Kerry & Pamela Rines
Michael & Erin Ringle
Edward Rish
Barrett & Janet Robinson
Frank & Mary Roby
Michael Rocco
Eugene & Betty Roeschlein
Thomas & Belinda Roettger
Dean & Mary Ross
John & Sandra Rossi
Donald & Linda Ruark
Robert Rubacha
Trebor Rude
James & Eleanor Rushworth
Robert & Laurel Sadlowski
Wayne & Madonna Saxton
Willis & Illyff Schalliol
Edmund & Julia Schulz II
Robert & Claire Scifers
Timothy Scott
Steven Scruggs
Michael & Debra Sears
Randall & Dorothy Sencaj
Isaac & Donna Sheppard Jr.
Charles Shields*
Harvey Sides
Martin & Victoria Silver
Douglas & Lynn Small
Brian & Dawn Smith
Sheila & Melvin Smith
Marshall Snyder

* Deceased
Gary & Patricia Sorensen
L. Dean & Barbara Spencer
Joel & Ruth Spira
Kenneth Spolarich
William & Helen Stafford
Charles Steffey
William & Ellen Stelter
John Stephenson
Robert & Donna Stevenson
Charles & Barbara Steward
Michael Stillabower
Jon Stimson
Thomas & Trina Stine
Sigurd Stocking
Fred Stoddard
Beverly Suddarth
George & Patsy Sullivan
William & Betty Sullivan
Stephen & Ann Sutton
Philip & Jacklyn Swain
Robert & Marjorie Swain
Michael Swick
Ronald & Barbara Taylor
John Terrell
Mitchell & Cathleen Theys
Mathew Thoennes
Donald Thomas*
Hannis & Frances Thompson Jr.
Daryl & Dina Thornburg
Edward Tiedemann Jr.
Mark & Patrice Tirio
Donald Titzer*
Zane & Frances Todd
Harold & Patricia Toombs
Edward Trump
David & Lynn Tuomenoksa
Gregory & Rebecca
Vanderheyden
John Vansickle
Roy & Ethel VanVleet
Leonard Varner III
Otto Voegeli
David Walle
Nancy Walle
David Ward
Paul & JoAnn Ward
Richard Wartzok
Josef Watts
Richard & Virginia Webb
Cecilia Weber & Jan Allebach
Jerome Wegner
Ralph Weiger
George & Ruth Weston
Stanley White
Perry & Debbie White
Charles & Anne Whiting Jr.
Stephen & Victoria Whitsitt
Thomas Whitten &
Janet Emmons
Stacey Widdicombe
Jack Williams
James Williams
Walter & Margaret Williams Jr.
Billy & Geraldine Wise
Ronald Wolff
Robert & Brenda Wyrick
William Yeagley*
Gary & Sandra Yenik
Merle & Nina Yoder
Richard Yost
Robert & Susan Yost
Gerald Young
Gary & Barbara Zidd
Ralph & Helen Ziegler
John Zimmerman
Howard & Roberta Zuvers

$500 - $999
Robert Adams III
Kartik Aiyr
William & Sandra Allen
Robert Anderson
Keith & Linda Andress
Leander Baker Jr.
Robert Ball
Steven & Kathie Balser
Edmund & Maria-Elena Banghart
John Barrett
Robert & Martha Bartlett
William Batalis
Wayne Bates
Daniel Bauermeister
Robert Baugh
Kevin & Tamara Baum
Robert Beene
Gerald Benitez
Paul Benkeser
Charles Berg
David Bergeron
Philip Bergmann
Leland Berning*
Thomas & Marirose Bihlheimer
John Billiter
Todd & Judith Birchman
Patrick & Nancy Birck
Michael Black
Terrence Blevins
Joe Boersma
Rand Boettger
William & Renee Bohler
Kenneth Bolvin
Michael Born
William & Amy Bowers
David Brandel
Charles & Kathleen
Brinkman
David & Mona Brown
Robert & Cynthia Brown
Craig & Lorene Brown
William Brown
Christopher Brozenick
Robert Bullions III
Robert & Herta Bunner
Douglas Buol
James & Katherine Burnett
Khiem Cai
Brian Cake
Russell Campbell
Von & Anne Campbell
Gaylord & Jerry Cannon
Dennis & Janice Carter
Damián Carver
Charles Castroviejo
Donald Cerfin
Richard Chance
Yun-Leei & Shirley Chiou
Earl Christensen
Donald Christenson
James & Mary Christophersen
John Clarke Jr.
Amy Claypool
Sean Conley
Carey & Gail Costantini
Peter & Joan Coste
Harley Crom*
Ronald & Victoria Crowe
Merrill Crull
Floyd Curran
Richard Curtis
James Czenkusch
Leonard & Helen Czenkusch
Willard & Cheryl Davidson
Paul Davis
Michael Dawson
Teresa Decker
John & Kathy DeFord
Gregory Deining
Andrew Delpha
David Detchmendy
David Donald
Richard & Betty Donnell
Kerry Dooley
Kenneth & Ruth Doversberger
William Dowlin
Richard & Pamela Doyle
Bruce & Paula Drake
Robert Dravenstott
Steven Dreyer
David & Barbara Dries
Sol Dubin
Barbara Duffner &
Duncan Weir
A. Donald & Doris Duke
Jack Easterbrook
Todd Eberwine
Alfred Ehrenwald
Ashruf & Pamela El-Dinary
Christopher Enser
Charles & Barbara Essency
Timothy Farler
Rod & Gloria Farver
John & Jodi Feddema
Kevin Fischbach
James & Martha Fox
Robert & Dianne France
Philip & Albertina Freiberger
Thomas Froeschle
Eugene Fujii
Brett Furuness
David Fye
Mark & Lori Gabrek
Anthony Galli
Richard & Barbara Gamble Sr.
David Gambrel
Marcia & Keith Garvens
Sidney Gear
Robert & Paulette Gear Jr.
Steven & Dawn Gerdt
Joseph & Mary Gerwels
Nicholas & Julie Gihl
Steven Gillig
Lewis Goble Jr.
Harrie Goedde
Charles Gohike
Edwin Gonter Jr.
Joseph Grabowski
James Grafly
Robert Graham
Kenneth Green
James Gregg
Robert Grossman
Timothy Grossman
Ten-Huei Guo &
Shu-Jane Shen
William Hacker
James Hainje
Steven & Carol Hajek
Jill & Peter Hallenbeck
Donald & Helen Hankins
Mark Harber
Russell & Sylvia Harding Jr.
Lynne Harms &
Jerry Ellenberger
William Harris
Lawrence Haskin
William & Beverly Hauguel
John Hausman
Robert Hayes
Dan & Megan Hayes III
Rebecca & Michael Hebda
Christopher & Mary Hedges
Richard Heil
John & Sarah Hemdal
Joseph Herring
Ricky Hess
Eric Hildebrandt
Richard Hildreth
Scott Hilker
Ann Hillman
James & Barbara Hittle
Charles Hodge
Mark Hofmeyer
Harold Hornfeck
Charles & Kelly Hornsby
John Howell
Steven Hughes
Daniel Hughens
Edward Huigens
Brian Hurn
Michael & Delonna Hyland

* Deceased

Continued on next page.
Leroy Ichida
Melissa Lovino
Todd Isaacs
Paul Jachim & Elizabeth Bellis
Jachim
William & Suzann Jenkins
Joseph Jensen
Douglas & Barbara Johnson
John Johnson
Myron Jones
Richard & Alice Joossens
Thomas & Phyllis Kale
Gregory & Susan Kapraun
Carl Kawauchi
John & Cristina Kerekes
K. James Kerin
Karen Kerr
Evan & Connie Kessler
Richard & Stephanie Kidd
Eric Kiefer
Steven Kiel
Timothy Killen
Rodney Kindler
Robert Kiser
Allan Koivo
David & Diane Kopp
William & Gina Kornrumpf
James Krammes
Greg & Jennifer Kranawetter
Carlton Kranz
Ronald & Julia Krefta
James & Sandi Kuehne
Kristen Kukral
Steven & Holly Kunke
Mark & Pamela Kushigian
Brad Kussy
Carl Kyono
Mark & Pamela Lamp
Norman Lantz & Judith Peach
Teri Lasley
Richard & Carolyn Laster II
Steven Laux
Joel & Lisa Lemke
Willey Leung
Wei-Chung Lin
Thomas Linders*
Ludwig Lischer
Chung Liu
Craig Llewellyn
Jan Loisch
Donald Lott
James & Roselyn Lucas
Robert Luce
Margaret Lyons
Timothy & Sally MacKlin
Clifford Mager
David & Rose Manes
Wei-Cheng Mao
Phyllis Marlar
Thomas Maroney
John & Lynn Marshall
Melvin Masatsugu
Paul Mast
Robert Masten
Gregory Matthews
Clifford & Joanna Matthews Jr.
Verl Maury
William Maxwell
Robert & Mary Mayhan
Thomas & Deborah McDowell
Anthony McDowell
John & Geraldine McMullan
Stephen & Judith McWilliams
Reshma Mehta
Michael & Marilyn Melloch
Brian Mendel
David & Marsha Meyer
Theodore Miller
R. Jeffrey & Joann Mills
Alan & Eugenia Mindlin
Charles & Patricia Mintz
Richard Mitchell
Edward Mittman
Harrison & Helen Miyahira
Juan Moczo
Donald Moeschberger
Joshua Moody
Adriene Moore
Elizabeth Moorehead &
Jeffy Russell
Robert Moricca
Orace & Carolyn Morrison
Daniel Mowry
Ronald Muckley
Wayne & Renee Nation
Paul Nauert
Stuart Neal
Victor Nelson
John & Lynn Nelson
Charles & Olive Nelson
Christine Neubauer
Heather Newlin &
Charles Thompson
Daniel Newman
Robert & Sandra Newman
 Brian Nguy
Edward Nieters
Norman Nitschke
John Nyquist
Jason Oberfell
Michael & Colleen O’Keefe
Peter O’Neill
Carl & Joan Osterhous
Chok-Khon & Ching-Ying Pang
Joseph & Deborah Pardek
Scott Parker
Michael Parker
Charles Parrish Jr.
James & Georgianne Parshall
Scott & Heidi Peterson
Gary Phipps
Steven & Elizabeth Pogue
Bill & Jeanette Pollard
Lloyd Poppen
Phillip Powell
Kraig & Susan Proehl
Malcolm & Cheryl Railey
Ramanujam Ramabhadran
Darwen Rau & Shy-Renn Lian
Mark & Martha Rayl
Richard & Jacqueline Rea
Wayne & Barbara Reed
Robert & Marjorie Reese
Jack Reisinger
Thomas & Kristi Ribar
Joseph & Michelle Ricciardi
Harold Robling Jr.
James & Lori Roland
Robert & Margaret Ross
James & Lisa Roy
Richard Royce
Gary & Suzanne Ruckgaber
William Russell*
Martha Saenz & Pedro Munoz
Daryl Salmons &
Helen St. Clair
Kim Sandgren
Timothy & Laura Sands
Stephen & Pamela Sarlito
Reid Sasaki
Allen Scarfone
Gregory & Carolyn Schaefer
Craig Schmoyer
Michael & Leslye Schrank
Frederick & Elaine
Schuermann Jr.
Robert Schwager
Mary Seaman
Glenn & Ruth Seamsr
John & Karen Sechrist
Charles & Mary Sermersheim
Thomas & M. Judith Sheehan Jr.
Richard Shenier
Seth Shields
Paul & Helen Shipley
Richard & Brenda Shryock
Robert & Theresa Siefker
James & Gigi Siekkinen
Thomas & Yolanta Simacek
Stephen Sipocz Jr.
Thomas Slater
Michael Smith
John Smith
Ralph Smith
Spencer Sorsen
Jeffrey Sousley & Sari Vlahakis
Raymond & Joan Spencer
Richard & Elizabeth Sprague
Peter Spreen
Kent Springer
David & Frances Sprunger
Lawrence St. John
Joseph Stephens
Roy Streetz
Kenneth Strnatak
William Struzinski
Joan & Stephen Stucka
Ivan Subieta
Daniel Sult
Drew Summers
Pawin Suthapong
Donald Swager
Dwight Swanson
Stanley Tanakaya
James & Darlene Taylor Sr.
Brian & Stacey Thomas
Norman Tobey
John & June Travis
David & Joyce Triezenberg
Mervin & June Troyer
Juri Tufts
Lewis & Jean Unnewehr
Gilbert & Regina Urban
Gregory Valvo
Walter Vandagriff Jr.
Vern Vanderbilt III &
Lynne Brown
Ronald VanderSchuur
Marshall VanNahmen
George & Eloise Vaughan
Daniel Vissers
David & Ann Vogelpohl
Patrick & Sara Walsh
James & Louise Wark
George Wasson
Oleg & Anne Wasynczuk
Robert Weideman
Todd Wey
David Whipple
Ronald & Anne White
Arliss Whiteside
Brian Williams
Paul Willis
Thomas Willis
Charles & Doree Willis Jr.
Archie Wills Jr.
Joseph & Barbara Wilson
Thomas & Lynne Woike
Gary & Patricia Woodall
Kenneth & Laura Yagelski
Zia Yamayee
David Yap
John Yoo
Gerald & Elizabeth Yost
Thomas Yuhas
Howard Zahn
Daniel Zange
Zoran Zarkovic
John Zeman
William Zurbriggen

$250 - $499

Dzintars Abuls
Neil Adams
Thomas Adams
Robert Agnew
David Ahlersmeyer
Ralph & Eleanor Albon Jr.
Mostafa Analoui
James Anderson
Charles & Maudie Anderson

* Deceased
Donald Anderson
John Andrews
James & Geraldine Anglin
Richard Arend
James Armstrong
James Atkinson
James Bach
David Bahler
Douglas Baird*
David & Dawn Baldwin
Ronald Balka
Charles & Pamela Ball
John Batchelor
Richard Baxter Jr.
Fred Beamer
Kenneth & Jane Becker
Eugene Beeler
Raymond Behrschmidt
Edward Belcher
Rob & Dorothy Beldon
John Benckenstein
John Benner
Matthew Berkemeier
Christian Bernadotte
Cynthia Bernauer
Bertus Berry Jr.
Woodrow & Pamela Bessler
Vinay Bhargava
David Bickel
Bruce Bicknell
Larry & Donna Biehl
Nihat & Kathleen Bilgutay
John Black
Theodore Black
John Blake
Mary & Jeffrey Blaschak
Bernard & Katherine Blatt
Frederick Blazer Jr.
Robert & Mary Ellen Blohm
Andrew & Mary Bobeck
William Boden Jr.
Charles & Alice Bodie
Matthew Boggs
Thomas Boldrick III
Harold & Pauline Bond
Robert Bone
Philip Bonomo
Tom Bonsett
Darrel & Kimberly Bourne III
Douglas & Betty Bovee
George Bower*
John Boye
Kevin Boyle
Douglas Brandner
William Bray
David Breeding
James Breslin
Tony Brewer
Ernest & Wanda Brinkley
Jack Briner
Harold & Joan Brooks
Norval Broome
Paul Broshek
Marvin & Vivian Brown

Thomas Brumett Jr.
Daniel Brunner
Carl Burg
James & Carolyn Burt
Lance Burton
Sarah Butler
Dyer Butterfield Jr.
Bernard Byrum Jr.
David Cain
Philip Carl Jr.
Francis Carlson
Richard Carlson
William Carlson
John Carroll
Rex Cassidy
Scott & Tina Cechovic
Eric Chamberlin
Dennis Chaney
Thomas Chapman
Tom Chase Jr.
John & Margaret Chasteen
Robert Chattin
Richard & Bernice Chavers
David & Jacqueline Chen
Chi & Wanda Chen
Kuang-Sheng Cheng
John Chiminski
Richard & A. Katherine
Chisholm
Leonard & Virginia Chmielewicz
Russell Chorpenning
Donald Chrisman
Edward Christians
Carrie Clancy
Thomas Clark
Thomas Clark*
John Clarke*
Stephen Clevender
James Cobb Jr.
Gareth Kokinos
Aaron & Stefanie Conley
William Conner Jr.
Thomas & Pamela Conquest
William Coons
Edwin Crabill
Larry & Judy Cracraft
Charles Cram
Dwight Crim
Duane & Robbie Cripe
Robert & Lorraine Crow
Lance Croxall
James & Mary Crum
Roger Cummings
James & Constance Curry
Robert Curry Sr.
Ira Cushing III
Alva & Elizabeth Cushman
Mack Daily
William Daisy & Leah Alejo
William & Margaret Dalton
Jay & Jameson Danielsen
Walter Datwyler Jr.
Charles Davidson
Robert Davies

James Dean*
Samuel DeCamp Jr.
Richard Deiber
William Demain
Eric & DeAnna Demaree
Rajiv Dembla
John & Jean Denning
Daniel Deschner
David Dillon
Gregory Doffin
Kevin Donley
William Donley
James & Beverly Doty
Kenneth & Corinne Dowell
Elwood Downey
Mark & Tammy Downing
James Dunbar
Christopher & Linda Duncombe
Thomas & Helen Dungan
Peter Dunham
Gregory Dunn
Howard & Esther Durbin
Victor & Elizabeth Duvenanko
Steven & J. Dill Dyer
Glenn & Nancy Earl
James & Shirley Eaton Jr.
Paul Eikenbary
Carl Elers
Peter Elliott
Timothy Elliott
Brian Ellis
Bobby Ellison
William & Janet Elsea
Joel Emer
Gary English
David & Diana Enyart
Richard Erwin
David Evans
James & Bonnie Evans
Virgil Eveleigh
Richard Fachtmann
John Fakins
Traci Fan
Erik Feldman & Toby Emerson
Jeffrey Fenter
Richard Findley
Samuel Fineberg
Robert Fish
Aaron Fisher
Mark & Julie Fisk
Gerald & Tamera Fleck
Wallace & Nancy Flueckiger
Patrick Flynn
Samuel & Jean Foreman
Robert & Mary Foster Jr.
John Fox
Ronald Fox
Barbara Fraser
Lynn Freeman
Robert French
Donald & Deborah Frey
Scott & Marie Friedman
Daniel Friel
Kelly & Douglas Frietchen

David & Catherine Fruchey
Gen & Cindy Fukuney
Paul Fullarton
Frederick & Paula Gabbard
Alan Gale
Christine Garcia
Kenneth & Jennifer Gardner
Chester Gardner
Bruce Garlick
Brian Garlitz
Stephen Garstang
John & Betty Gates
Jacob George
James & Dorothy Getty
Paul Giersky
William & Angela Gilliland
John Gilliom
Michael Ginder
Scott Gisler
John Glotzbach
William Goldrick
Paul Goodner
Lannie Gould*
Gerald Govert*
Marina Goyert
Mindy Graber
Richard Grantert
Barton Greene
Richard & Marianne Greene
Marvin Greer
Paul & Maryln Gregg
Douglas Gremaux
John & Kathleen Grooms
Richard Gutter
Dennis Hackett Sr.
Mary & Keith Hadley
John Hage
David & Judith Hale
Stanley Hall
Travis Hall
Thomas & Sandra Halley
Daniel Halliday
Ronald & Barbara Hammond
James Hanaftee
Erin Handgen
Leon & Cindy Handt
Scott Hargraves
Jeffrey Harmon
James Harper
Ronald Hassel*
Paul & L. Sharlene Hauge
Jack Haynes
Peter & Brenda Hazen
David & Beth Hein
Edison & Donna Hecht Jr.
Robert Heeren
Richard Hebling
Joseph Helfrich
James Hess
Bret & Julie Hildebran
Robert Hill
William & Patricia Hirsch
John Hoch
Gary Hochberg

* Deceased

Continued on next page.
Gerald & Nellie Hofmockel
Joseph & Patricia Holcomb
Lowell Holmes Jr.
Arthur Holub
Martin & Patricia Hoover Jr.
Robert & Darlene Hostetler
Timothy Houseal
Danny Houser
Michael Huemmer
Donald & Suzanne Huizinga
Eugene Hunt
John & RoseMary Hunt
Robert & Nancy Huston
Joe Iceman
John Imboden
Seema Jaggi & Michael Daniel
Charles & Carol Jakowitz Jr.
Leslie Jarrett & Eva Panlilio-Jarrett
James Jeffers
Theodore & Carol Jelke
Brian Jennison
Frederick & Julie Jentgen
John Jentz
Rex Johnson
Robert & Patricia Johoski
James Jones
James Jordan
Richard & Joan Jordan
Robert June
A. Ehsanul & Farhana Kabir
Richard Kafka
Richard & Judi Kahn
Wai Kan & Wai Tsang
Larry Kane
Rudolph & Gracia Kather
Mostafa & Carol Kaveh
Kenneth Kawakami
Lynn & Rosanne Keeler
Charles Keeling
Gregory Keller
Troy Kelley
Ralph & Mitzi Kellum
Charles Kelso
Dolli Kettron
Alan Kiehn
Chang-Keun Kim
Robert & Elaine Kingsley
Kevin Kirsch Jr.
Eric Kirtcheff
David & Jeanne Kish
Lee Klose
John Klotz
Richard Kluesner
Robert & Joycelyn Kocar
James & Ruby Kokenis
John Kokinda
Venkat Kolagunta
Susan & Daniel Konicek
Virgil Koning
Melvin Konsoer
Warren Koontz
Jay Kopstein
Leodie Koppen
Fred & Lisa Kost
Richard Kovener
Robert & Pearl Kraay
Kenneth & Elizabeth Krause
Robert Kroeger
Richard Kruger
John Krull
Dale Krumm
Richard Krzyzkowski
James Kuehn
Gerald & Linda Kuhn
Dustin & Susan Kurre
Richard Kurtz
Peter Lam
Ralph & Susan Lambert
Paul Lambert
Donald Lamka
James Lark
Glen & Janet Lashebrook
Jerry Layl
Jerry Lebo
Chuan Lee
Joseph Lee
Steven & Susanne Leininger
Bruce Leong
Robert & Nancy Leszczynski Jr.
Irving Levin
Jennifer Light
Eugene Lin
William Lochrie
Robert Logue
Patrick Loner
Alan & Christine Loudermilk
Katherine & Matthew Lowrie
Curtis Lowry
Martin & Jill Loy
William Luembcke
David & Shelley Luettgen
Roland & Victoria Luetzelschvab
Thomas Lupfer
Robert & Michelle MacGregor
Theodore Macklin
Richard MacMillan
Laird & Helen Macomber
James Magro
Jason Malek
Eugene Maloney
Andrew Mance
Jeremy Maniak
Jennie & Elliott Mann
Gregory & Susan Mansfield
Stephen Marks
Lawrence & Barbara Marques
Glen Marquis
Jeffrey Marrah
Rachel Marshall
John Martin
Robert Martin
William Martin
Adolph Massa
Bill Masteller
Alan Matula
Dennis & Ellen McBride
Thomas McCafferty
George & Patricia McCammon
John McCammon
Dennis & Barbara McCrady
John & Jo-Ann McDonald
Kevin McGrew
Robert McKee
Michael & Maria McLenan
Robert McMillen
George McMurtry
Robert McNee
John Meierdiers
Dale & Carrie Mellen
Joseph & Susan Messina
Michael & Jane Messmer
Jerry Michnal
James & Nancy Mielke
Matthew & Jenny Miles
Robert & Charlotte Miller
Robert & Roberta Mobley
Daniel & Donna Mock
Michele & Andrew Momotiuk
William Monette
Kevin Moore
Ryan Moore
Angela Moors
Steven & Cinda Morse
David & Rebecca Morton
Ronald Mullet
Sanford Mullet
Ralph Mullins
Douglas Mumma
Jay Murdock
Frank Murphy
Larry Myers
Paul & Deborah Myers
Robert & Patricia Myers
Charles Myers IV
Neal Nakafuji
Manabu Nakamura
Dan Neidlinger
Kyle Nelson
Patrick Nichols
Tami Nobbe-Gibbons & Patrick Gibbons
Thomas Nodes
Peter Novak
Steven Oaks
Colleen & Mark Obergfell
Robert Obremksi & Gloria Long
Brian & Clare O’Connor
John Ogai
Eugene & Rebecca Ogle
Victor Joseph & Vanya Ohm
Roy Okamoto
Edward Oroz
Daniel & Tamara Osborn
Mary Osborn & William Asher
Linda & Michael Osborn
Robert Osborne
Mary & Robert Owen
Richard Padgett
Bradley Pahmier
Jay Paige
Philip & Renee Papesh
Robert Parks
Alfred & Kathleen Pattmann Jr.
Robert & Virginia Payne
Steven Peak
Jack & Rebecca Pearson
Robert Pearson
Billy Peele
John & Deanne Peer
Robert Perrone
Jeffery & Wendy Pershing
Mark & Kathleen Peters
David Peterson
Heidi Peterson
J. Lawrence Pfalzer
Christopher & Amelia Pfieger
Ilya & Irina Piraner
Krstin Piskulic
Maria Plumeri
Joseph & Pamela Pluta
Steven & Karen Poehlman
Robert Pouch
George Pratt Jr.
Roger Price
George Prook Jr.
Brian Puckett
Mark Puda & Carol Johnston
Scott Pufahl
Michael Pugel
Richard Pullen
Herbert Purcheck
Randall Quick
Nicolaus & Tamara Radford
Leonard Raftree
Scott Rasmussen
R. Vittal & Venkata
Rebbapragada
James & Nancy Reinhardt
Arnold & Anne Renner
Wayne Reynolds*
William Rice
Michael Rich
Benjamin Richmond
Dennis & Mary Ricker
William & Nancy Ricketts
Mark Rine
Kent & Caroline Ringo
Richard Rink
Jason Roberts
Alan Robertson
Taggart & Susan Robertson
Thomas Robertson
H. Norris Robinson Jr.
Javier Rodriguez-Paiva Rios
Todd & Laura Roggenbauer
Alan Roscw
Brian & Heather Rosenkoetter
Henry & Patricia Roskos
David Ross
Keighley Ross
Mark & Annette Rosswurm

* Deceased
* Deceased

Andrew Smith
Jerome Sippel
Ceber Simpson
Beth & Darrell Simon
Roark Shriver
Paul & Wendy Shirley
William Shilling
Mae-Mae Shieh
Kalpana Krishnamurthy
Siddharth Sheth & Edwin Sherwood
Richard Sherick
Kurt & Debra Shaver
Stewart Shankel III
Dennis & Merry Schenck
Thomas Scott
Floyd Scripture
John Seibert
Gerald & Theresa Seifert
Michael & Renita Seldowitz
Harry Selfridge
James & Mary Selis
Dennis & Merry Schenck
Stewart Shankel III
Kurt & Debra Shaver
Richard Sherick
Edwin Sherwood
Siddharth Sheth & Kalpana Krishnamurthy
Mae-Mae Shieh
Kenneth & Mary Shields
William Shilling
Paul & Wendy Shirley
Mervyn & Nancy Shonk
Roark Shriver
Beth & Darrell Simon
Ceber Simpson
Jerome Sippel
William Slowey
Andrew Smith

Mark Walker
Robert & Sally Walker
Richard Wallace
Robert Wallace
Kevin Walsh
Patrick Walsh
Todd Wanley
Ryan & Ann Wanz
Richard & Cathy Wardlaw
James Wargo
Stephen Warner
James Watkins
Philip Watkins
Michael Weatherington
James & Joan Webb
Anne Weber
Donald & Roberta Wegeng
Andrew Weinert
Donald & Barbara Weir
Douglas & Cheryl Welk
Vernon Westburg
Robert Westfall
Donald Whalen
Frank & Lucy Whalen
Brian White
Joan White
John & Jeanne Whiteman
William & Susan Whitworth
Donald & Diana Wilcoxson
Russell Wilde III
William & Martha Wilder
Steven Wildridge
John Wiley III
Wilbur & Maryetta Wilken Jr.
Kenneth Williams
Alice Wilson
Mark & Melissa Wimer
Henry Winton
James Wise
Kensall Wise
Robert & Joyce Witte
Daniel Wolf
Ned & Katherine Wolf
Robert Wolfert
Ka-Ling Wong
Tan Wong & Chak Chan
Thomas & Sara Wood
Mark Woods
Frank Woodworth
Gerald Woodworth Jr.
John & Karen Wright
Maurice Wright
Jeffery Wylie
John Wynne
Jeffrey & Sharon Yalowitz
Robert & Lori Yeager
Gangshiuwan Ying
Robert York
John & Maureen Yueh
Lawrence & Tracey Ziniel

John Abbey
Thomas & Sarah Abbott
Max Abram*
Nicos Achillesoudis
John Adams
Michael & M. Kathryn Adams
William Adams
Atif Afzar
Gyan Agarwal
Larry Alber
Phillip & Claudia Alenduff
James & Angela Alkove
Matthew Amos
MD. Enamul Amyeen
Chester Anderson*
David & Tami Anderson
Phillip Anderson
Lanny Anglin
Jeffrey A. Banziato
Richard Antle
Todd Anzeveno
Brian & Kendra Appold
Wallace Arakawa
James & Margaret Archibald
Eric Armstrong
Patrick Asare
James Ashwell
Frank Atha J.
Clayton Atkins
David Atwood
Ryan Augsburger
Scot Aurens
Solomon & Rachel Baase
Brian & Sarah Bachmeier
Nataraj Bacthu
Arthur Baggoer
Maureen Bagley
David Baier
Charles Bailey
Gary Baker
Mary Baker
Norman & Bobbie Baker
Peter & Natalie Baker
Roderick Baker
Sarah & Leslie Baker
Venkataraman Balakrishnan
Richard Ball
Roger & Mary Ballard
Supriyo & Anuradha Bandypadhyay
William Baney
Donald Banner
Harold Bare Jr.
Daryn Barker
Thomas & Donna Barkow
Donald Barnett
Peter Baron
Paul Barr
Francis & Mary Barrett
David Barta*
William Bartol
Rashid & Masooda Bashir
Steven Bass

* Deceased

$100 - $249
Philip & Carlyn Detweiler
Joel DiGirolamo
Abid & Anila Din
Kevin Dishun
Ronald & Edith Dobrunz
Stephen & Barbara Donecker
Jeffrey Dougherty
Daniel Downen
Thomas & Stephanie Downey
Robert Drake
Rebecca Dreasher
William Drechsler
William & Susan Drobish
George DuBois
John Duff
Everett & Alice Dukes Jr.
John Dulin
Lewis & Ruth Dumbauld
David & Mariel Dumin
John Dunn Jr.
Gary Durack
Prabhakaran Durairaj
Robert Dye
David & Alice Ebert
Kevin Eby
Michael Eckhart
Robert Edelman
John Edendorough
James & Rhonda Eitsert
Paul & Mary Eklund
John Eldridge & Tracey Pownder
Monty Eldridge
Roger & Marilyn Eley
John & Sarah Elliott Sr.
Gerald Emge
Paul & Mary Emler
Michael Emler
Jeffrey & Deborah Emminger
Patterson England*
Joseph Engler
Natalie Enright
Brian Enyart
James & Janis Erb
Carl Erickson & Mary O’Neill
Gary Erickson
Joseph Essman
Adrian Ettinger
Eric Evans
Willard Fadner*
Jerry & Carol Fahn
Harry Fair III
Wen-Cheng Fang
Jeffry Farmwald
Nancy Farrell
Souren Fattal
Fred Feick
Leo & Jean Feldhake
John Felix
Archie & Alice Fellenzer
Gregg Ferguson
Angela & Robert Ferguson
John Ferrell
Lonald Fink
David Finlay
Clark Fischbach
David & Jan Fisher
David & Sandra Fisher
Robert Fitzpatrick
Stephanne Flint
Jack Flory*
Donald Flowers
David & Natalie Foley
John & Mary Ford Jr.
Wilfred Fordon
Donald Foreman
John Forestal
Dennis Fouke
Maxwell & Sonia Fox
Scott Fox
Eugene Foxman
Charles & Lori Fraleigh
Jerry & Gayle Franklin
Jeff Franks
Todd Franks
Bernard Franz
James & Kathleen Frazer
Todd Frech
Blaine Frederick
John Fredrick
Dennis Freeman
Dean Freschly
Joseph Fritsch
Scott & Beverly Fudge
Brandon Fuller
Robert & Janice Fuller
Matthew & Malinda Fultz
Michael Fye
Raymond Gage
James & Mae Gale
John & JoAnn Gallagher
James Gannon Jr.
Donald Gant
Samuel Gardner
Delbert Gardner*
Stephen & Kathy Gates
Gary Gentry
Charles Gerdes
Rita Gerencer
Donald Germann
Anthony & Mary Geswein
Albert Giambalvo
James Gibson*
Robert Gifford
Barry Gilbert
Christopher Gilchrist
John & Martha Gilkey
Michael & Andrea Gilkey
David Gill
Richard & Judith Gillman
Gregory & Katherine Gillooly
Girard Gilpin
Randolph Gladish
Arthur Glazer
Russell & Ellen Glenn
Patrick & Tracy Glotzbach
Mark & Monica Gloudemans
Keith Glover
Dallas & Amanda Goeker
Thomas & Linda Goeddel
Nathan Goforth
Bernard Gogel
Janet & Scott Goings
Edward Gold
Joseph Goldsmith
Gerardo Gonzalez Montes
Donald Goodman
Robert Goodman
Jeffrey & Regine Gordon
Robert Gorgol
James & Carrie Goss
William & Christel Gotschall
James Gotshall
Frederick Graf
James Graham
Charles Granniss II*
David Grant
Scott Grau
Raymond Grayson
Katherine & Douglas Greenhill
Robert & Lois Gregg
David & Melanie Greiner
John & Susan Greiek
Ruth Grey
Glenn Griffith
Francis & Carol Griffith II
Benjamin Grimes
Ralph & Judy Grose
Jay & Yuki Grossman
Martin Grosz
Timothy Grotjohn
James & Beverly Grubb
Michael & Nema Grubisch
Gene Gryziecki
Kenneth & Vivian Gudan
Victor & Lois Guess
Vikram Gulati
Chhote Gupta
Jeffery Gustus
Guy Guthrie*
Peter Guthrie
Anthony Haag
Larry & Sally Haak
Nathan Haas
Gavin Hadley
John Hahn
Richard Haight
Jerry Haines
Arthur & Karen Haldeman
Harold Hall
Keith Hall
Richard Hall
W. Michael Hall
John Hall Jr.*
Hubert Halladay
Bruce Halley
Gregory Halper
Paul Hamann
F. Terry Hambrecht
Kenneth Hammerle
Arthur Hammond
Michael & Diane Hand
Charles Hanover & Patricia Cowall-Hanover
Eric Hanson
Charles & Nancy Harden
John & Phyllis Hardy
Donald Hargadon
Kurt & Lisa Harker
Benjamin Harkness II
Eric Harmon
David Harms
Brian Harris
J. Steven & Marilyn Harrison
William Hart
Steve Hasara
Kenji & Linda Hasegawa
Robert & Jeanne Haselby
Robert Hasenfus
Kim Hasler
Maurice Hassfurther
Joseph Hassink
Lindsay Haugland & Robert Givan
James & Dixie Hayes
Kurt & Malena Hedinger
Charles Heim*
Alan & Gloria Heimlich
William & Dorothy Heiss
John & Sandra Heitz
Paul Heller
Michael & Ellen Henderson
John Hensley
Paul Heppner
Philip & Barbara Herb
David & Leslie Hersh
Mark Hershey
Frank Hershey Jr.*
Phillip Hess
Harold Heyer
Frank & Patsy Hiatt
Eugene Hibbs Jr. & Karin Nelson
Patrick Hickman
Kenneth Hicks
John Hicks
Loren & Lorna Hicks
Thomas Higbie
James Hill
Fredrick Himebrook*
Herbert Hinstorff Jr.
Carl Hirsch
Douglas Ho
James Hobbs
N. Mark Hodapp*
Daniel Hodge
Lester Hoffman
Walter & Joanne Hogan
Joe Holler
Ginny & Richard Holmes
Tommy & April Holmes
Thomas Holwager
David Hooper

* Deceased
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Brian Horlacher
Richard & Teresa Hornaday
Robert & Martha Hoshaw
John & Charmaine Hostetler
Victor Hou
Brian Houlihan
Roger Howe*
Thomas Howell
Courtney Howie
Angela Hoyt
Lee-Chung Hsu
Charles & Leonore Huckleberry
Cheryl & Jeffrey Hudson
Hugh Hudson
Lincoln Hudson
Lloyd & Merilace Huff
James Huffaker
John Hull
Sandra & Michael Humes
James Hunt
Phyllandra Hunt
Michael Hurt & Patricia Kao-Hutt
Dennis Hykes
Jerry Hyland
Yonghee Im
Stephen Ingels
Foo-Wah Ip
Kevin Iverson
Charles Ivins
Burton Jaffe*
Rajiv Jalaria
Charles Jay
Jerry Jennings
Michael Jensen
Donald Johanningsmeier
Robert & Barbara Johns
Charles & Irene Johnson
Edward Johnson
Gordon Johnson
Jerome Johnson
Mark Johnson
Michael & Sharon Johnson
Steven Johnson
Alexander & Elaine Johnson Jr.
Kevin & Lou Johnston
Paul Jolly
Billy Jones
James Jones
Jane & Steven Jones
Kim Jones & Michael McCaffrey
Robert Jones
Robert Jones
Thaddeus Jones II
Christopher Jonkman
William & Billie Jontz
Joseph & Jeanette Jordan
Charles Jordan II
James Jozwiak
John & Shirley Judkins
Frank Judy
Eiko Junus
Paul & Amy Juodawlkis
William Kaiser*
William Kamm
Todd Kannig
Lawrence Kaplan
Maurice Karl
Brent Kasen
Hamid Kashani
R. L. Kashyap
Ralph & Louella Katterhenry
Joseph Katz
Norman Kautsky
Worth & Gladys Kawamoto
Rhonda Kaye
Mark Kearney
James & Ruth Keating
Charles & Judy Keenan
Ryan Kehr
Otto Keil Jr.
Scott & Michalene Kell
Raymond & Gwendolyn Keller
William & Adele Keller
William Keller III
Joseph Kelley
Charles Kellum
Thomas Kelsch
James Kempe
William & Marie Kennedy
Michael Kent
Bernard & Susan Kerosky
Richard & Jennifer Kerr
Scott & Irene Kesler
David & Barbara Kessell
John Kettlewell
Alireza Khotanzad &
Sogand Shodja
Cory & Michele Kihlstrom
Andrew Kim
Sang Hui Kim
Lewis Kimberly
Keith & Laura Kinerk
George King
Gordon King
Joan Kingsley
Bruce Kinney
George Kirchner
Richard Kirkham
Gerald & Jeanette Kissel
John Klaasen
Charles Klasing
Martin & Katherine
Klausmeier-Brown
William Klein
John & Gail Klein
David & Ann Kline
Jerry & Danielle Klinker
Martin Kloos
Daniel Klugiewicz
David Knapp
Stephen Knapp
David Knickerbocker
Michael Knieser &
Lisa Zila-Knieser
Brian Knutson
Robert & Anne Koehl Jr.
Thomas Koehler
Stephen & Beverly Koepper
James & Sheila Kohl
Kevin Kohls
Lori & Kevin Kohm
Robert Kolari
Paul & Joanna Koo Jr.
Mark & Elaine Kopka
Julius Kopplin
Joseph Korty
Robert Kowal
Susan & Stephen Krabel
Myles Kranzler
William & Linda Krause
Bruce & Leslie Krawczyk
Raymond Kressmann
David & Mary Kriebel
Ronald Krisner
Neil Krishnaswamy
Pierre Kruh
Patricia Kruse
Burton Kuck*
Kevin & Kathleen Kuehr
Ramesh Kumar
William & Marilyn Kunz
Aaron & Morgan Kunze
Wen-Yi & Yu-yin Kuo
John Kuschewski
Conrad Kwan
Mark Kwasny
Richard & Erin Kwolek
Edward LaClare
Jeanie & Yong Lacy
James Lafren
Timothy Laflin
James Lazure
Philip Lampe
David & Margaret Landgrebe
Michael Lane
Michael & Jennifer Langevin Jr.
Kenneth & Jennifer Lamann
Donald & Kathleen Larnard
Roy Larsen
Max Larue
Delbert LaRue
Frank & Vivian Latorre
Eric & Jena Latz
Peter Laubenstein
Timothy Laud
Thomas Laurence
Robert Lauftner Jr.
Richard Laux
Paul & June Lawall
Samuel Lawson Jr.
Wei Kuang Lay
Sandra Layer
Linda Lazar
Wade Ledbetter
Edwin Lederer
Charles Lee
Cheng-Tseng Lee
Robert & Joyce Lee
Ronald Lee
David & Judy Lees
Guy & Gloria Lehman
Ruth Leibig
Thomas Leimkuhler
John Lemmer
Richard Leemon
William Lennard
Gregory Lenocker
Lawrence Lentz
Stephen Leonard
Thomas Lepkowski
John Lerner
Robert Lessman
Lawrence Leszczynski
Christopher Lewis
Russell Lewis
James & Kamaliah Lewis III
David Ley
Marvin & Sylvia Lezak
Juan L & Chien-Huei Chen
David & Catherine Lieberman
Wei-Min Lim
Joseph & Lesley Lin
Mark Lindsey & Connie Chintall
Thomas Link
Jerold Lipson
Robert & Christine Lockhart Jr.
David Longfellow
Richard Longley Jr.
Bradley & Marcella Lontz
Biao Louie
J. Andrew Love
Shan Lu & Ningwen Mi
Charles Lucas
Richard & Carol Luebke
John & Mary Lukey
James & Janet Lumpp Jr.
David Lynch
William Ma
Richard & Ceila Mach
Eldon Mack
Thomas & Pamela Madison
Bernard Maguire
Walter Mahia
Scott Makela
Saravanan Mallesan
Charles Malooley
Abhishek Mandhana
Harold Mann
David Mannfeld
Michelle Maranowski
Howard Maravilla
Michael Marcroft
Nick Marino
Mark & Cheryl Maris
Wayne Marking &
Virginia Canlas-Marking
Steven Marrs
James Marsh Jr.
Clay Marshall
Richard & Susan Marshall Jr.
Thomas & Berit Marshall Jr.*
Charles Martin
Gregory Martin
Robert Martin
Jamie Mason
Thomas Mason
Daniel & Jill Matchette
John & Mary Mathews
Phillip Mathura
Laszlo Matrai
Randall Mattern
David & Judith Matthews
Alan Matthews
Brooks & Jennifer Mattice
Henry & Sharon Mattice Jr.
Christopher & Enid Mattimore
William & Barbara Maughmer
Glenn Maxwell
Andrew May
Susan Mayer
Steven Mayrose
Michael Mazzucchi
John Mc Ardle
Mary McClellan
Edward & Sharon McClelland
Jon McCollister
Nathan McComas
Charles McNaghy
Michael & Donna McCuen
James McCullagh
Richard McDaniel
Paul McDermott
Phillip McDonald
John & Marjorie McElroy
Patrick & Tamara McGrath
Thomas & Christine McGree
John & Tonya McGuie
Walter McIndoo
Mark McKeen
John & Piper McKenna
Benjamin McKeown
Ellis McKinley
Matthew & P. Dian McKinney
Michael McLane
Robert McLaughlin
William McManus
Ray McNeal
Jerry McQueary
Murl McRae Jr.
Stephen Meiners
Rebecca & Carl Mela
Daniel Melkey & Brenda Schult
Ralph Menick
Ralph Merrill
Robert Mervos
Bradley & Debra Meyer
Howard & Catherine Meyerson
Chris & Nancy Michalski
Dennis Michals
Peter & June Mierau
Joseph Milausnic
E. David Miller
Leo Miller
Leonard Miller
Paul Miller
James & Janice Milligan
Steven & Dawn Mills
Ivan Milosavljevic
Jack & Helen Miner
Marsha Minick
Robert & Marcia Minniti Jr.
Denis Mockenhaupt
Stanley Moeschl
David & Linda Molfenter
Eugene & Beverly Molitoris
Jeremiah & Mary Moll
Mark Momot
Lloyd & Ruth Money
Jack Money
Amy Monical
Dan Monnier
Jonathan Monroe & Christine Toledo
Jose Montemayor
Carla & Dominic Montoya
Seungbin Moon
Derek Moore
Edward Moore
Kenneth Moore
Ricky Moore
Wells & Helen Moorehead
Kenneth Moran Jr.
Lawrence Morel Jr.
James Morgan Jr.
James Morikawa
Alexander Morris
Mary Morris
Robert Morris*
Timothy Morton
Wayne & Amee Moser
Susan Mosiman
Khosrow Moslehi
Mary Moyars-Johnson
Keith Mueller
Michael & Karen Mueller
Paul Mueller
Jack Mui
Leo Mulcahy
Timothy Murphy
Kathryn Murtha
Brent Myers
John Myers
William & Elaine Myers
Jason Naglich
Curtis Nakayama
Vidya Narayan
William & Donna Nash
John Nasto
Gautam Nayak
Cynthia & Robert Nealon
Horia & Nancy Neamtu
Robert Nearing
Loren Nelson Jr.
William & Pamela Nemeczek
Brad Neuroth
Karl Newby
Robert & Sarah Newcomb
Edward Newill
William Newill
John Newton
Hung Nguyen
Gerald Niimi
Arnold Nordsieck
Raymond & Sandra Norris
Robert Nyholm
Christopher & Holly O’Brien
Kevin O’Bryan
Robert Ochtel
Daniel O’Connor
Michael O’Connor
Sang Oh & Yuni Jun
Cletus Oing
James Okapal
Dennis Oldaker
Keith & Angie Olds
Kraig & Elizabeth Olejniczak
Patricia Olesen
Eric Olund
Glenn & Jeanne Omholt
Anthony & M. Louise Ondrik
Michael O’Neill
Larry Ong
Warren & Marcia Opitz
Raymond & Judy Orfalt
Donald Orman
Billy Orr-Eric Osborne
John Ostrander
John Ostromacky
Robert & Angela Oswalt II
Jason Otis
Gregory Ouellette
William Overholt
Guy Overman
Tony Page
John Palmore
Hong Pan
Tarkeesh Pandey
Arthur Paradis
Troy & Tara Parker
Roger Parmenter
James Parrish
Edwin Parry
James Parsons
Robert Paski & Kathleen Kurek
Jay & Mary Patchell
Richard & Jeanne Patterson
Herman Patterson
Alfred Paul
John Paul
Bryan Pavlich
Gregory Pavlik
George & Jane Pavlina
Deborah Payne
Eric Payne
David Pearson
Joe Peeler
John & Dori Pendergrass Jr.
Leland & Ruth Penrod
Paul Penzkowski
William Perea
Gregory & Deborah Perisho
Robert & Mary Perman
Pierre Pero
Kent Peters
Norman & Mary Peters
Richard Peters
George & Dorothy Petree
Nathaniel Pettigrew
Larry Peyton
John Phillips
Leon Phillips
Price & Doris Phillips
Robert & Anne Phillips
Stephan Phillips
Joseph Pienta
John Pierce
William & Margaret Pierson
Thomas & Maureen Pietyra
Paul Piligian
Robert Piper
John Pips
Ronald & Linda Pirau II
Brian Pizaydeh
John & Patricia Pitney
David & Pamela Platts
Andrew Plesniak II
Richard & Diane Plettner
Robert & Suzanne Plush
Thomas & Karla Poehlman
Russell Pogue Jr.
Charles & Jeanette Poisel
Philip Poling
Sidney Polk
Chunkin Poon
Jeffrey Porter & Eva McCauley
Robert Poste
Arthur & Elizabeth Powers
Kenneth & Trudy Prall
Brett Preston
Richard Pribble*
Craig & Rebecca Price
Guy Priestley Jr.
Mark Pruit
Charles Quillin
Kimberly Quinlan
Arun Radhakrishnan
Thirumani Raghunathan
Robert Raible
James & Barbara Randall
Ashra Rao
Larry & Mary Ray
J. Michael & Susan Reagin
Barry Reams
Ronald Reas
W. Rodney Reed
William Reed
John Reich
Bruce & Ann Reidenbach
Stanley & Emma Reidenbach
David Reinhart
Lawrence & Peggy Reising
Daniel & Christine Renua

* Deceased
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Chun Chia Tseng
William & Margaret Tyrlick
David Tyrrell
William Tyson III
John Uhl Jr.
Richard & Ann Umberhoeker
Jeffrey & Pauline Unruh
Behrouz Vafa
Benjamin & Betty Valentine
Leslie Valley
Wayne Vanderlee
Roger VanderPlaats
T. Ted VanSickle
Paul Vanfasselt
Melanie & Frederic Varin
Philip Vater
Thomas & Jean Vaughn
DeWitt Vaughn Jr.
Alan Vayda
Suresh & Jaishree Venkatesan
John & Marcia Vian
Mark Vincent
Praveen Viraraghavan
Eric Viscito
Gary Viviani
Randy & Grace Voight
Kennard Voyles
Michael & Margaret Voyles
Allen Wachi
Lewis Wade*
Gary & Yvonne Wagenblast
Richard Wagner
Michael Wagner
Warren Wagner
Connie Walker
C. M. Walker
John Walsh Jr.
Everett Walter
Fan Wang
Zhiyong Wang & Ji Li
Edmond & Jane Ward
John & Rosamond Warfield
Lonnie Warncke
Kevin Warren
Michael Waterman
Joe Watson*
Jeffrey Wegner*
James & Lynda Weichel
Francis Wei
Wayne & Susan Weise
Sean Wells
Stephen West
Walter Weston
Michael & Ann Wetzel
Jeffrey & Kathleen Whaley
Sheldon Wheeler
James & Anna White
Joseph White
Ronald & Janet White
Albert & Patricia White Jr.
Lowell Whitesell
Mark Whiteside
Robert Whitney
Maurice & Elizabeth
Whitemore Jr.
Kevin Wible
Stephen Wercioch
William & Virginia Wilkinson
Robert Willi
Craig & Susan Williams
Edward Williams
Gary Williams
Nikia Williams
Paula & Philip Williams
Ralph Williams
Walter & Alma Williams
Frank Wilson
Alan & Beverly Wilson
Paul Wilson
Robert Wilson
Jonathan Winborne
Charles Windett
Christine & Joseph Winters
David Wippermann
Brian Wiseman
William Wishard
Wilford Wisner
Lawrence Witek
Mark & Lynn Witsaman
Ronald & Elisabeth Witzel
Ryan Woebkenberg
Brian & Catherine Woerner
David Wolf & Christine Bednarz
Jay Wolff
William & Joan Wood
John Woodham
Philip Woodworth
Steven Woottor
Frederick Wright
Richard Wright
Thomas Wrobel
Joseph Wroblewski
Shun-Tak Wu
Frank Wuestenhagen
Thomas Yackish
Leon Yaggy
Gary Yamaguchi
Chenwei Yan & Shu Yang
Ellen Yastrow
Anthony Yen
Aaron Yoder
Max Yoder
Charles Yokomo
Karl Yost & Yvonne Franke-Yost
Hae-Soo You
Harold & Evelyn Young
Robert Young
Warren & Jean Young
Kwok Yue
Clarence Yuen
Stanley & Mary Zachary
Paul Zawada &
Julie-Elise Burrooughs
Earl Zeabaugh
John & Janet Zetl
Shiyou Zhao & Yaohua Zhang
Clarence Zimmerman
Richard Zimpfer Sr.
Gerald Zubak
Up to $100
Akmal Abdullah
Alexander & Laura Abell
Valentin Abramzon
Kurt Adams
Avinash Advani
Joseph Aein
Gary Ahlbrand
W. Bruce & Cynthia Ahlemeyer
Mohammad Akram
Muhammad & Salmina Alam
Kenneth Albert
Luis Aleman
Brian & Nancy Allain
Thurman Allard
Amy Allen
Craig Allen
John Allen
Joseph Allen Jr.
Jay Almaula
James & Lisa Alred
Philip Alt
Hisham & Ilham Altabi
Jason & Leah Ambler
Fredric Amt
George Anderl
Donald Anderson Jr.
Paul Anuta & Diana Darling
Brian Archer
Max Arens
Ali Arik
Jared Armstrong
Richard & Anice Armstrong Sr.
Leonard Arnold
Susan & Carl Arvin
Robert Astmann
Neil Astrike
Frank Augustine
Khurram Awan
James & Sally Baas
Joseph & Deborah Bachman II
Ravi Bagri
Christopher & Xiaoping Bains
Charles & Marie Bailey
Merry & James Bain
Craig Baker
John Baker
Robert & Donna Baker
Lori & Harold Baker Jr.
Gnanagiri Balasubramaniam
Thomas Baldwin
Robert Bales
Douglas Balster
Christopher & Barbara Baranski
Joseph Barlo
Jason Barnes
Joseph & Mary Barnstead
Mark Barone
Chad Barr
John Barranger
Patrick Barrett
Neil Barta
Richard Bartal
John Bartus Jr.
Anthony Base
Alan & Jean Bateman
James Bates
Eric & Molly Bauer
James Bauerle Jr.
Mark Bauman
Douglas Bauman
Jonathan Baurley
Raymond Baxter
John Bayne
Jeffrey Beals
Jerome & Diana Bean Jr.
Jack & June Beasley
Stephen Becker
Randall Beckner
Rolf Beer
Glen & Patricia Belden
Willis Beltz*
James Bender
Paul Bender
Marlene Benner
Timothy Bennett
Robert & Patricia Bennon
Jeremy & Jessica Bentley
James & Sherrie Bereda
Robert & Hanne Berg
Mark Berg
Sarah & Guillaume Bernadac
Michael Bernstein
Gary Bernstein
Charles Bess
Rahul Bhandari
Umesh & Nibha Bhargava
Heena Bhatt
Haseeb Bhutta
Michael Biltmier
Don Binford
Jonathan & Karen Birck
Kenneth & Diane Birt
Vineet Bishnoi
Mark Bishop
David Blake
Andrew & April Blakley
Norman & Dana Blanchard
Richard Blazey
Kevin Blechman-Krom
Benjamin Blood Jr.
Robert Blue
Ned Boatright Jr.
Robert & Sally Bode
Luka Bodrozic
S. Locke Bogart
John Boggio
Frank Bohac Jr.
Randal & Adrienne Bolinger
Charles Boltz
Brent Bomkamp
Suguna Bommaraju

* Deceased
Arthur & Carolyn Bond
Arthur Bonneau
Linda Bosserman
Peter Bosworth
Bryan & Marlene Botsch
Aaron Bouillet
Shane & Kristina Bowen
David & Barbara Bowman
Brian Bowman
James Boyd
Eric & Kathleen Bradley
Donald Brand
Frederick Brandel
Jeffery Brandenburg
Keith Brandstetter
Floyd Breedlove
Kevin Brennan
Michael Briggs
James & Carmen Brining
David & Constance Brinkuff
Robert Brobst
Richard & Jill Brock
Robert Brodd*
Pamela Broderick
Robert Brodd
Jeffrey Conner
Robert & Elizabeth Conlon
Brian Concannon
Jerry Collins
Bradley Enggers
Richard Eggers
Terry Douglas
Lance & Amy Dover
Donald Down
James & Marilyn Dunbar
Denny & Elizabeth Durchoz
Duane Durchoz
Richard Durofchalk
Vanessa Duson
John Duxbury
Daryl Dzioba
Christina Eakman
Cathryn & Eric Easterbrook
Prentiss Eastham Jr.
Roger Eckert Jr.
Don Eddington
William Edens
Bradley Eggers
Richard Eggers
Victoria Eigil-Danielson &
Timothy Danielson
William Eldon
Nicholas & Wanda Elischer
Michael Elliott
William & Shirley Ellis
David & Linda Ellis
Timothy Ellsworth
Kenneth Elmer
Daniel & Nicole Elmhurst
John & Joan Engel
William England
John & Helen Engstrom
William Enigk
Gregory Enos
Michael Erickson
James Ernst
Bryan Erny
Wayne Exelby
Steven Elsinger
Larry & JoAnn Elsinger
David Evans
Tyler Evans
James & Elaine Everett
David Evrard
Mohammad Fakhar

Craig Cantello
Kevin Canter
Richard Capone II
Wilson Carmean
Jason Carney
Edmund Carr
Randy Carr
Joseph Carroll
Mark Casabella
Kenneth Casey
John Cavanaugh
Joni Caverly
Braniislan & Jelica Cesarov
Russell Chadwick
Jeffrey & Dana Chamberlain
David & Mary Chambers
Hoi Ho Chan
Eric Chan
Lap Chan
Edward & Faith Chandler
Hector Chao*
John & Mary Chapman
David & Kimberly Charles
Chuan-Hsing Chen &
Shaw-Yune Lu
Thomas Chen & Sophia Yeh
Donna Chen
Fang-Shang Chen
David Chesak
Stephen & Katherine Cheshier
William Childress
Bowl-Hoo & Zhou-Hui Chin
Joon Cho
Eugene & Diane Chodash
Gerald Chomos
Rezwanuzzaman Chowdhury
Andrew Chrisman
Michael Christian
John & Deborah Christie
Gregory Christison
Paul & Constance
Christofanelli
Frank Clark
Philip Clark
Sean Clark
Stanley & Barbara Clark
William & Diane Clark
William & Nancy Clarke
James Claus
Raymond & Marjorie Clawson
Troy & Lisa Clear
Ellen Coan
Ralph Coan
Alan Cocchetto
William Cochran Jr.*
James Cohen
Earl Cole*
Warren & Marcia Cole
Ronald Coleman
Merle & Ann Buroker
Joseph &loise Conlan
Robert & Elizabeth Conlon
Jeffrey Conner

Ann Cook
Gregory Cook
Jeffrey & Barbara Cook
Leonard Cook*
Roy Cook
Gary Cooper
Stephen Cooper
John Anthony Coors
William Corbett
Kenneth Corey
John Costas
Douglas Cotton
Richard & Jonnie Courtney
Michael Cowan
Allen Cowen
Loring Cox
Richard Cox
Richard & Charlene Coy
Dennis Crampton
Carl Crawford & Hara Levy
George Crockett
Ray Cronknight
Jesse Crooks
Timothy Crull
Randy Crutchfield
Jeffery Cubel
Stephen Cunnagin
George & Suzanne Curry
Jeffery & Julie Cusick
Jack Cussen
Raymond & Peggy Custard
Robert Cyr
Kuntal Daffary
Kathy & Stefanos Damianakis
David Damm
Bradon D'Andrea
John Darden II
Edward Daschbach
Sean & Julie Daugherty
Shaumil Dave
Wayne Davidson
Gary & Sandi Davis
Harry Davis
Thomas Davis
Wallace Davis
William Davis
Michael Day
Young Day
John & Azam Deam
Brian & Gail Dean
Todd Deckard
Michael Deeley
Roy Deer
Jason Demas
Timothy & Ann Dempsey
Ryan Denison
Guilherme DeSouza
Larry & Carole Deuser
Stephen & Lori Deutscher
Jean-Pierre Devieux
Alan & Marianne Dewey
James DeWitt
Amit Dhir

Daniel Dickinson
Daniel Dickman
Ronald Diersing
Marcus Dieterle
Fred Dietrich
Harold Dietrich
George Dimtsios*
Weiyi Ding & Junxiao He
Richard Dinsmore
Brian Dipert & Lilliana Mendez-Soto
John Dizer III
Alfred Doerrmann
Thomas Donaher
Robert & Priscilla Donahue
Kevin & Jane Donahue
David Dorsch
David Doss
Erik Douglas
Joseph & Edna Douglas
Terry Douglas
Lance & Amy Dover
Donald Down
James & Marilyn Dunbar
Denny & Elizabeth Durchoz
Duane Durchoz
Richard Durofchalk
Vanessa Duson
John Duxbury
Daryl Dzioba
Christina Eakman
Cathryn & Eric Easterbrook
Prentiss Eastham Jr.
Roger Eckert Jr.
Don Eddington
William Edens
Bradley Eggers
Richard Eggers
Victoria Eigil-Danielson &
Timothy Danielson
William Eldon
Nicholas & Wanda Elischer
Michael Elliott
William & Shirley Ellis
David & Linda Ellis
Timothy Ellsworth
Kenneth Elmer
Daniel & Nicole Elmhurst
John & Joan Engel
William England
John & Helen Engstrom
William Enigk
Gregory Enos
Michael Erickson
James Ernst
Bryan Erny
Wayne Exelby
Steven Elsinger
Larry & JoAnn Elsinger
David Evans
Tyler Evans
James & Elaine Everett
David Evrard
Mohammad Fakhar

* Deceased
* Deceased

David Fallin
Mustansir Fanaswalla
Bernard Fantone*
Keith Farson
Kenneth Farson
Lawrence Fatheree Jr.
Michael Faulhaber
Robert Feagley
Douglas Fedak
Robert Felbinger
Mark Feller Jr.
James Felli
Frederick Felten
Charles Feltner
William Fennessey
Marvon Fenton
Tracy & Keith Ferrell
John Fessler
James & Mary Fiegle
Thomas Field
Paul Filliman
L. Jay & Joanne Finehout
James Finneran
John Fino
Albert Fischer
Annika Fischer
Robin & Luther Fisher
John Fisher
George Florek
Donald Flower
Scott Flowers
Irvin Fontanes
Marlin & Rose Ford
Richard Forkert
Joseph & Linda Forler
Stacey Fox
Ronald Fraendenburg
Thomas Fraley
Kelly Frazier
Joe Frazier
Daniel Freedman
Stephen Freeman III
Lawrence & Donna Freiburger
Brandon Freking
Robert Fritsch
Robert & Ann Fronduti
Howard Frost
Daniel Frye
Wan-Ning Fu
Thomas Fuhrman
Allen Furfine
Gavin & Mony Furtado
John Gaiser
John Gamez
Alay Gandhi
Thomas & Kaye Gardner
Jack & Janice Garrett
George & Patricia Gaskell
Augustus & Susan Gates III
Jimmy Gattis
Steven & Kay Gebhart
James Geeding
Kevin Gehke
Ronald Gentile
J. Walbert Gentry
Jeffrey Gentry
Robert Gerhard
Timothy Gerke
David & Janet Geyer
Alfred Gilbert
Marcus Gilbert
Martin Gilfoil
Robert Gilleskie
Timothy Gillum
Jennifer Glassley
Charles Glenn
Roger Glidewell
Ronald Glover
Mark & Deborah Gober
Henry & Melba Goebel Jr.
Danny Gojmerac
Lester Goldfischer
Vernon Goler
Joseph Goluch
Margaret & Scott Gomer
Rafael Gomez
David Gong
Jose Gonzalez
Peter Goodmann
William Goodrich
Paul Goodwin
Todd & Jean Gosman
Homi Gorakhpurwalla
Gordon Gorman
Daniel & Samia Gorny
Melvin Goss
Fred Gothman
Eric Gotthilf
Lenius & Mary Gottliebsen
Carroll Gough
Trina Gould
Joseph Grabinski
Ellis & Dawn Grace III
Robert & June Grazh
Carrie Grandinetti
Lowell & Jean Gray
Michelle & James Gray
John Greene
Richard Greenwell
William Gregory
Herbert Greiner
Frederic Griffin
Sean & Melissa Griffin
Donald Griffth
Jimm Grimm
Paul Griner
Lloyd Grodrian
Jiann-Ching Guey
Boy Gunawan
Rohit Gupta
Assem Gupta
Robin Gurun
Joseph & Margaret Gustafson
Andrew Guymon
Richard Hagans
Edward Hagelgans Jr.
Edward & Christine Hale
Ronald Haley
Andrew Halim
Mark Halter
Paul Halter III
Harold Hambrock
Muhammad Hameed
James Hamm
Bruce & Sharon Hammon
Jung Han
Ryan Hanawalt
Matt Harline
Jacob Harris
Daniel Harshbarger
Cicely Hart
Paul Hartman
Julie Hartmus
Donald Haselwood
Clint Hashiba
George Hassler
Kenneth Hauersley
Michelle & Robert Havard
Patricia & Thomas Hawley
Mark Hayden
Jeff Hayse
Gordon & Jody Hayward
Mark Haywood
James Heck
William Heidenreich
Steven Heinrich
Andreas Heininstein
Ulis Hekel
Mark Helton
Shante Henry
Robert & Laura Henthorn
Irvin & Dolores Herman
Samuel Hess*
Edward Hewlett
Louis & Rita Hildinger
Daniel Hillman
Jeffrey Hillman
David & Beverly Hilty
Frederick Hintzma Jr.
Randall Hipp
John Hirn
Robert Hirst
Robert & S. Rebekah Hitch
Ronald Hofer
Ray Hoffman
Richard Hofman
David Hofmann
Robert & Dorothea Hofstadter
Stephen Hogle
Clifford Hogue
Roger Hollenbeck
Rhonda & Curtis Hollingsworth
James Holst
Kim Holtsclaw
Todd Honningford
Steven Hoppes
Phillip & Lynn Hoppes
Donald Horner
Grafton Houston Jr.
Andrew Howard
Robert Howard
George Howell
John & Susan Hruskoci
Henry Huang
Jui-Tien Huang
Robert & Amy Hubbard
Mark Huber
Nancy & Todd Hubing
Frank Hubler
Arthur & Judith Hudson
Gregory Huey
Dale & Lori Huff
Stephen Huffman
Dennis & Gail Hull
Jesse Humphrey Jr.
Richard & Lorane Humphries
Rex Hungerford
Jennifer Hunter
Paul Huseman
Jessica & Carl Huster
Frederick Hybart Jr.
Aamer Hydrie
David Imboden
Gregory Iovino
Guilermo & Janine Irisarri
Guy Irving
Berkley Isaac
Robert Jackson
James Jackson III
Edgar & Mary Jacoby
Jay Jacobs Jr.
Thomas & Susan Jacoby
Rajiv Jain
Naveen Jhaluria
Warren & Jennifer James
Kenneth Jannotta Jr.
Gerard & Patricia Janowski
Scott Jansa
Dean Jasmine Jr.
James Jarrett
Henry Jeffries Jr.
Timothy Jennings
Andrew Jensen
Nitin Jethanandani
Brian Johnson
James Johnson
Michael Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Paul Johnson
Peter Johnson
Ronald Johnson
Debra Jones
Dennis Jones
Lloyd Jones III
Leslie Jordan
Timothy Joyce
Patrick Jugovic
Phillip Junkersfeld
Amil Kabil
Stephen Kaiser
William Kaiser
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Ariana Kalter
Uday Kamath
Julius Kambuno
Inchul & Sunae Kang
Kenneth Karakotsios
Elizabeth & William Karashin
Thomas Karrmann
Balbir Kaur
Ken Kawasaki
Timothy Kearney
Elliott & Dalia Keen
L. Paul Keller
Aaron Kelly
Patrick Kelly
Thomas & Joan Kendall
Michael Kenny
James Kern
James Kern
Stanley Kershaw Jr.
Burton Kidorff
Takuya Kikuchi
Cynthia & William Killian
Timothy Kilmore
Anne Kim
Douglas Kimber
Roger King
Robert & Apryll Kingsbury
David Kinsell
Max & Linda Kirk
Montz Kirkland
David Kirkpatrick
Kirk & Annie Kirlin
Henry Kirschieper
Steven Klinker
David Klueh
Paul Knapke
Geary Knight Jr.
G. Richard Kocim
Gary Koff
Bernd Kolpatzik
Rudolf & Karen Kogen
Mark & Debra Kosowski
John Kostyal*
Stephanos Kotsakis
Charles Kovach
David Kozlowski
John Krause
James & Colleen Krider
Robert Krieger
Gayatri Krishnamurthy & Kripa Narayana
John Kroenert*
James Krogmeier
Raymond & Joanne Krynicki Jr.
Keith & Christine Kudlac
Otto Kuehrmann
Alan Kuhn
James Kulaga
Neal Kurfiss II
John Kyle
Robert Kyvik
John & Karen Lackey
Barry Lada

Hans & Veronica Lageschulte
Indrajit Lahiri
Barry & Jane Laird
Charles Lammoms
Joseph & Jean Lang
Howard & Grace Langley
Donald Langstaff
Kristine Lanier
Keith Lannan
Thomas Larkner
Michael & Mary Larsen
Bruce Larson*
George Laskos
Jeffrey Lator
Bennett Lau
Scott Lauer
Matthew Laws
Patrick Lawson
Larry Leach
Daniel Leard
Kimberly & Raymond Lee
Andrew Lee
Stephanie Leedy-Ellis
James Leffew
Robert Lehman & Margaret Frischkorn
Kim Fong Lee
James Leisring Jr.
Carl & Sylvia Lemons
Andrew Lennie
George & Arline Lennon III
Jennifer & John Lentzl
Bradrick & Suezie Lepper
David LeRoy
Joseph & Matilda Lett
George Levy
Mark & Cathie Lewis
Duane Lewis
Robert Li
Paul Licurs Jr.
Jeremy Lieland
Sin-Hoe Lim & Hui Ong
Ei Jin Lim
Max Limerick
Chun-Shin & Chueh-Ying Lin
James Lin
Su & Ho-Mu Lin
Robert Lindberg
Steven Lindquist
Steven Lipinski
Marc & Stephanie Lipski
Keith Lisak
David & Roberta Little
Rich Liu
Yi Liu
Zheng Liu
Craig Lockwood
Joseph Lociente Jr.
Gordon & Joan Logan
Arthur Loh
Joseph Lomonaco
James Long
Michael Long

Chester Longaker
Roger & Janet Longest
David & Diana Longworth
Howard Longyear
Susan & Jonathan Lotz
Ronald Loverick
David Loy
Ramon Angel Lozano
Jay Lubomirski
Robert Lucky
Michael Lukas
Steven Lunte
Ruth Lyon
John MacDonald Jr.*
Janet & Gerald Mackulak
John & Wendy Mader
Grant Magart
John Magruder
Dharmesh Mahay
David Mahoney
Keith Mahoney
Lawrence Makowsky
Michael Maletich
Raied Malhas
R. Eugene Malicoat
Viral Mankad
Robert Manley
Jovo Manojlovic
Carolyn Mansfield
Daniel Marchok
Woodrow & Barba Marcum Jr.
Jack & Mildred Marcus
Meyer Marks
Morton Marks*
Scott Marlow
Arthur Marrs
Joseph Martino
Raymond Masnaghatti*
Aaron Massey
Dennis Massey
George Masterson
Scott & Bethany Matasovsky
Dorothy Mathieson
Todd Mathis
Raymond Maul
Harold Maurer
Frank & Linda Mauro
Gene & Diane McAllister
Randall McAtee
Philip McChesney
Kevin & Diana McClure
Matthew McCullough
Ronald McHenry
Marc McKinzie
Dennis McLaughlin
John & Mary McMillen
Christopher McNett
Gary McQuilkin
William Meck
Steven Mentele
Steven Merrell
Herbert & Judy Merrill Jr.
Robin Merry

Philip Metzger
Richard Metzger
Curt Meyers
James Meyerson
Charles & Martha Michael
Jack & Beryl Michaels
Miguel Miciano
Lewis Middaugh Jr.
Marion Migliore
Alvin Miller
Bradley Miller
Frank Miller
Jerrald Miller
Matthew Miller
Michael Miller
Richard & Norma Miller
Daniel Milligan
Sonia Mills
James Minnema
Michael Mitchell
Dwight Mix
John & Elizabeth Mladenik
Bijan Mobasseri
Ali & Holly Mohsenzadeh
Gilbert Monell Jr.
Socrates Monos
William & Marcia Monroe
Anthony Montalto
Randy & Julia Montgomery
Eric Moore
John Moore
Tracy Moreen
John Morgan
Derrick Morin
Dennis & Jo Morita
Joseph Morone Jr.
Daniel Morris
Edwin Morris Jr.
Donald Mortel
Osama Mostafa
Thomas Muckley
Philip Mullet
Edwin Mumford*
Charles Murach
Gerald Muraida
Jeffrey & Tanya Murphy
David Murray
Max Muterspaugh
Richard Myers
Richard Myers
Wilbur & Sabrina Myrick
Robert Myshka
Raymond Naab
Michael Nahorniak
Robert & Jennifer Naville II
Timothy Naylor
Bruce Nearing
Carol Neely
Donald Neiswinger
Max Nelson
Robert & Dorothy Nelson
Lawrence Neznanski
James Nicholas

* Deceased
Kevin Nickels
Kent & Teresann Nickle
Bradley Nihls
James & Debra Nizolek
Brent & Patricia Noblitt
Thomas Noji
Dennis Noonan
Mark Nossokoff
Michael & Diane Nowacki
Robert & Shirley Noyer
Bret Nufer
Gregory O’Bradovich
Michael O’Brien
Martin O’Brien Jr.
Gregory & Carol Ogle
Julie & Daniel O’Hara
Lee & Chris Ols
Dwayne & Barbara Olson
Joel Omahen
Robert Ong
Yu Ee Ong
Ralph Ormsby
Michele & Brad Ostman
Alfred O’Sullivan
Thomas Otto
Sunhom & Heesoo Paak
Carl & Carole Paccio
Michael Pacilio
Keith Packard
Alan & Tiffany Page
Robert Pahmeier
James Pan
Bruce Paramore
Bharat Parihar
Lisa & Robert Parke
Stephen & Leola Parke
Pravinchandra Parmar
Will Parmer
Jeffery Pastor
Jamshed Patel
Jaykishan Patel
Nital & Kalindi Patwa
Aaron & Stacey Pedigo
William Peine
James Peirce
Robert Peitz Jr.
Arthur Peltosalo*
Priscilla Perkins
David Perron
Christopher Perry
David & Debra Petersen
Gary & Irene Peterson
Helen Peterson
Israel Petro
Peter Petroski
Robert Pfaff
Wendy Pifle
Alan Pfledderer
Matthew Pham
Tien Pham
Elise & Tai Phan
Michael Phelps
Michael Picco
Bradley Pierson
Jon Pikal
Frank Pike
Robert Pittman
Alvin Plack
Jay Platt
Kevin Podsiadlik
Roger Poisson
David Polinsky
Robert & Merry Rose Pollsen
Kyle Polster
William Pontius
Clarence Porter
Robert Potter
John Powell
Joel Predd
Howard Pribble
Richard Prybylla
Gerald Puff
Sherie Purefoy
Greer & Nilah Putnam
Kevin Quandt
Gregory Quiggle
George Quisno II
A. Essam Salah &
Wendy Radwan
Philip & Mary Raimondo
Vasanth Rajamani
Charles Raley
Aarthi Ramaswamy
Darrel Randall
Aaron Ransdell
Samuel Raring Jr.
Richard & Linda Rausch
Michael Rausch
Richard Ravas
Steven Reddick
John Redmyer
Thomas Reed Jr.
Eric Rehm
Christopher Reimer
Donnie & Sharon Reinhard
Eugene & Darlene Reinhard
Jon & Pamela Reinke-Walter
Richard & Patricia Reisinger
Alicia Reiss
Amy Remillard
Nicholas Rendone
Carol & James Renna
Jason & Janelle Renschler
Lillian Rheinheimer
James & Laura Rhoades
David & Ellen Rhude
William & Nancy Ricci
Charles Richards
Duane Richie
Scott Richmond*
Kurt Richter
Donald Richter
Kenneth Rideout Jr.
Steven Rider
Shannon Riegler
Harold Rife
Lloyd Riggs
Steven Rinker
Andrew Rittenhouse
John Ritter
Alexander Roberts
David Robertson
James Robertson
Tsehay Robi
Jon & Susan Robinson
Adrian & Danielle Robinson
William Robinson
D. Douglas Roby
Michael Roderick
Robert Roempke
Bruce Rogers
Clifton Rogers
Scott Roller
James Romine
Charles & Geraldine Rose
William Rose
Susan & Robert Rosenbaum
Patricia Ross
Clark Ross
Ryan Rossiter
Donald Roubadeaux
Frederick Rouston
Brian Rowe
David & Emily Roy
Jeffrey Rudolph
Christopher Ruebeck
James Rundle
Roy & Betty Russell
Michael Ryan
Allan Ryan
Shane Ryan
John Sabatino
Philip Sailer
J. Douglas & Florence Sailor
Seyed Sajassi-Ghavazini
James Sale
Loulwa Salem
Lyndon Samuel
Jeffrey Sanders
Richard & Julia Sanders
Norman & Margaret Saunders
Theodore Savo*
David Scarborough
William Scarpero Jr.
James & Susanna Sceicina
Charles Schaefer
James Schaeffer
Robert Scheibell
Robert Scheitlin
David Schellengerber
Donald Schenck
Mark Schenck
Scott Schenk
Robert & Mary Schilken
John Schimmel
James & Dee Schlatter
Ame Schlosser
Kar & Sandra Schmid
John Schmid IV
Steven & Kathryn Schmidt
Thomas & Nancy Schmidt
Dalton Schmidt*
Darin Schneider
Earl & Margaret Schnick
Norman & Evelyn Schnitker
Richard Scholten
John & Katherine Schommer
Matthew Schruben
Peter Schubert
John Schuman
C. Orville Schupp*
Jennifer Schuppe
David Schwartz
Thomas Schwob
Claudio Scialdo
Michael Score
Robert Scott
James & Ann Seaborg
Sahra Sedigh Sarvestani &
Showkat Ali
Carole Sehnert
Franklin Seki
Peter Selover Jr.
Steven Seng
Jason & Jamie Seng
Matthew Senn
John Serbu
Christopher & Davee Setzer
Gregory Sewell
Robert & Candice Sexton
Hamsa Shadaksharappa
Omar Shah
Nadeem Shaikh
Ming & Yi-Hsin Shang
Andrew Shannon
Michael & Eileen Shapiro
Mark Shaver
Dean Shaw
John Sheadal
Ronald Shebel
Bassam Shehadeh
Robert Shelton
Scott Sheppard
William & Marjorie Shewan
William Shively
Robert Shultz
David Shuman
Robert Stastna
Chi-Ren Shyu
Lisa & Bradley Sibbitt
Jon Sienkowski
Richard Sierzant
William Signer
William Sikorski
Donna Simko
Rick Simi
Manish Singh
Jonathan & Lee Singleton
Ralph Sisson
Joseph & Julie Sitzman
Michael & Diana Silva

* Deceased
Andrew Smith  
Brian Smith  
James Smith & Nora Doherty  
Lawrence Smith  
Lowell Smith  
Marie-Therese & Stephen Smith  
Mark & Debra Smith  
R. Kent Smith  
Richard Smith  
Richard Smith  
Ryan Smith  
Thomas Smith  
Thomas Smith  
Mark Smitley  
David Smock  
Wayne Smythe  
Carl Snyder  
William & Roberta Snyder  
Gerald & Barbara Soltas  
Andrew Soncha Sr.  
Adil Soofi  
Donald & Gay Sorensen  
Paul & Christine Sorlie  
Richard & Nancy Sparks  
Larna & Sarah Spearman  
Michael Specht  
Stevan & Monica Speheger  
Debbie & William Spencer  
Matthew & Miranda Spitznagle  
John & Lori Spivy  
Michael Spooner  
Thomas Sprunger  
Aiykudy Srikanth  
Joseph St. Amand Jr.  
Thomas & Robin Stahl  
Brett Stanes  
Jonathan Steckbeck  
Thomas Stein  
Burton Stevenson  
James & Judith Stewart  
Ralph Stewart  
Richard Stewart  
Todd Stewart  
Thomas & Muriel Stockdale  
David Stolz  
Mary Stolz  
Gary & Joy Stouder  
Eugene Stout  
James Stout  
Jonathan Stout  
Robert Straw  
Clifford Strom  
Mark Strong  
Peter Strong  
Matthew Struckel III  
Nathan Stuckey  
John & Christine Stueve  
Charles Stumpf  
Patricia Sturgeon  
Mani & Ruth Subramanian  
David Suess  
Richard Suffridge  
Ramakrishnan Sundaram  
John & Candace Suriano  
Albert Suter Jr.  
Robert & Jerilyn Sutton  
Brian Swail  
Dale Swanson Jr.  
Theodore & Patricia Tabloski Jr.  
Donald Taggart  
Daniel Talley  
Kathy Talman  
Paul Tamminga  
Terry Tanber  
Victor Tang  
Christopher Tapas  
Kent Tapper  
Michael Taterka  
Charles Taylor  
Larry & Barbara Taylor  
Monte Taylor  
Robert & Joan Tejchma  
Paul & Kelly Tenuta  
David Thomas  
Manu Thomas  
Patrick Thomas  
Paul Thomas  
Stephen Thomas*  
Janice Thomasen  
David & Leesa Thompson  
Geoffrey Thompson  
Paul Thompson  
William & Ana Thompson  
James Tilton  
Egbert & Gertrude Tingley Jr.  
Jeffrey Titus  
Keith & Margaret Toby  
Mark Todd  
John Townsend  
John & Debbie Trainor  
Minh Tran  
Ronald Trauner  
Donald Trimmer  
Wen-Hsien Tsai  
Benny Tseng  
Richard Turner  
Jefferson & Jennifer Tuttle  
Mark Uncapher*  
Michael Unseren  
David & Lois Unterborn  
W. Lynn Urry  
Mark Utter  
Manouchehr Vafai  
Mohammadali Vaghar  
Siddharth Vajikar  
Rupin Vakharwala  
Cynthia & Archangel Valencia  
Philip Valient  
Aerick Valentins  
Joseph Vangdergriff  
Daniel VanderWoude  
Harold & Verna VanDusen Jr.  
Mark VanMeeter  
William VanOstrand  
Wayne VanSickle  
Henry VanWassen  
David & Sherri Vanyek  
John VanZweden  
Nathan Vaughan  
Brian Vaughan  
John Veazey  
Krishna Veluri  
German Vera & Claudia Paez  
John Verhovnik  
Mark Verplank  
David Vierse  
Joseph & Leslie Vogel  
Elizabeth & Mark Vojtisek  
Robert & Katherine Voll  
Susan & John VonBampus  
Gerald Voyles  
Jennifer Vrobel  
John Wagner  
Jason & Natalie Wagner  
Wing-Kin Wai  
Donald Waid II  
Bruce Walcott  
James Waldron  
Kelvin & Cheryl Walker  
Paul Walker  
Richard Walker  
Robert Walker  
William & Mary Walker  
Bruce Wallace  
William Wallace Jr.  
William & Linda Wallace Jr.  
James Walley  
Oscar Wallin  
Timothy & Abbie Wallsclaeager  
Albert Walton  
Jianwei Wan & Weihua Ni  
Shengyu Wang & Dongfang Hu  
Cyrus & Karen Wang  
James & Monica Want Jr.  
Walter Ward  
Robert Warkentien  
Tamara & Douglas Warner  
Terry & Cheryl Warnke  
Alan Warnock  
Richard Warren Jr.  
Jay Warshawsky  
Jason Wash  
Joseph Waterman  
Robert Watson III  
Arthur Watt  
Joseph & Rebecca Weaver  
Robert Weaver  
Josephine Webb  
Joseph Webber  
Dean Webster  
John Webster  
Andrew Weeks  
Emery Wegh  
Ligong Wei & Zhanping Chen  
Donald Weiner  
Albert Weinrich  
Clifford & Lois Weir Jr.  
Maurice Weitezkamp Sr.  
Stanley Weitz  
Judith Wells  
Paul & Sally Wells  
Frederick Wendt  
Ronald Wenzel Jr.  
Paul Werking  
Thomas West  
Robert & Sheila Westerman Jr.  
John & Donna Wetters  
Daniel Wetzel  
Bruce Weyer  
Jeffrey Wheeler  
Robert Whelan  
William White  
David White  
Thomas & Mildred White Jr.  
Aude & Carolyn Whitten  
Richard Whittenberger Jr.  
Warren Wickes  
James Wicke  
James Wiedenhoeft  
Robin Wenke  
Richard Wild  
Harry Wild Jr.  
David Wilder & Theresa Brown  
Dale Wiley  
Brent Wilson  
Pamela Wilson  
Robert Wiltshire  
David & Charlene  
Winebrenner  
Eugene Wineninger  
Jill & James Winkelman  
Eugene Winter  
Jack Wise  
Bradley & Heather Witter  
Robert & Helen Woerner  
Peter & Diane Wohl  
Getachew Woldetsadik  
Timothy Wolf  
Joseph Wolfe  
John Wolfley  
Laura Wolski  
Thomas Wolter  
Ben Wong  
Ronald Wonisch  
Joseph Wood  
Jeffrey & Terri Woodward  
Jonathan Woolsey  
Thomas & Geraldine Woosnam  
Kimmet Workman  
Charles Worrell  
William & Patsy Worrell  
Terry Wozniak  
Eugene Woznicki  
Cameron Wright  
Robbin Rawlings  
Matthew Wright  
Willis Wright  
John Wright Jr.  
Ronald Wright Jr.  
Hon Wu  
Gustave & Nancy Wunder  
Mark & Mary Anne Wysock  
Sachin Yadav  
Dale Yagelski  
Yi-Yian Yin & De-Ying Yang  
Evan Yoder  

* Deceased
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Company Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000 +</td>
<td>Intel Corporation Learning Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000 to 999,999</td>
<td>Agilent Technologies Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cisco Systems Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hewlett-Packard Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 to 499,999</td>
<td>Advanced Micro Devices Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silicon Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fujitsu Compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Business Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motorola Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBC Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tektronix Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tellabs Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas Instruments Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomson S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to 99,999</td>
<td>Keithley Instruments Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lutron Electronics Company Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melles Griot, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nortel Networks Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pfizer Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qualia Computing Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raytheon Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockwell Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semiconductor Research Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semiware Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xerox Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 to 49,999</td>
<td>Abbott Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altera Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anteon Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAE Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boeing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BP Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>California Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convergys Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eta Kappa Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank &amp; Mildred Justin Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Motors Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana University Radiology Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JDS Uniphase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson Carl J. &amp; Margot A. Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kimberly-Clark Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LG Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lockheed Martin Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucent Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moorehead Electric Company Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nissan Motor Company Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northrop Grumman Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. C. Krause and Associates Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peninsula Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPG Industries Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reed Elsevier Group PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Bosch Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruhr University-Bochum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schlumberger Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared Services Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shell Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shellock R&amp;D Services Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Showalter Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silicon Power Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The DIRECTV Group Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyco International Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tyco Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valeo Schalter und Sensoren GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valiant Productions Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verizon Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Scopics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xilinx Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yang Jih Shun Enterprises Company Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yokagawa Corporation of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000 to 9,999</td>
<td>3M Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asset, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caterpillar Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eli Lilly &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exxon Mobil Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guidant Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katzman Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lilly Endowment Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympus America Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1,000 to 4,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association for Computing Machinery Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cenergy Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cook Group Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical Manufacturing &amp; Coil Winding Association Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finisar Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawkins Environmental Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honeywell International Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hosan Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huether-McClelland Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institute of Electrical &amp; Electronic Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Foundation for Telemetering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intertel Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lionel &amp; Debra D’Luna Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lynn Motion Technology Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Merrill Lynch &amp; Company Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neuospace, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palo Hills Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R W Humes &amp; Associates Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rea Magnet Wire Company Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBC Communications Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semi South Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surgi Vision Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Idea Travel Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Tiedemann Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500 to 999</td>
<td>Core Innovation, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IEEE Central Indiana Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intelsis Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jewish Community Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federation of Cleveland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kinetic Art &amp; Technology Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petree Land &amp; Engineering Company Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. Bruce Moricca M.D. Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whirlpool Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless Synergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 to 499</td>
<td>Adaptive Software, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-Sync Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhandari Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catalina Products, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crow Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design Science Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equity Enhancement Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Essential Components Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fellenzer Realty, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J.R. Judkins &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jewish Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lamp Management Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loudermilk &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parsons Mortgage Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Oak Technology, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale-Tronix, Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sun Microsystems Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCI Incorporated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page.
Corporate Matching Gifts

**Up to $100**

Bell Industries Incorporated  
Brodd Builders  
Carpet Warehouse  
Chicago Nuclear Corporation  
D S Enterprises  
Dance at Fun Acres  
Dayton Foundation  
Depository Incorporated  
Depot Annex/Gift & Hobby Electronics Shop  
J & J Management Consultants LLC  
Jarrett Real Estate  
LRH Enterprises, Incorporated  
Pilotcon  
PRT Incorporated  
Quickspace Technologies Incorporated  
R & J Enterprises  
R & S Welding & Fabricating Incorporated  
Redwood Financial Group  
Sigma Delta Consulting, Incorporated  
Topline Distributors

**$100,000 +**

General Electric Company

**$50,000 to $99,999**

International Business Machines

**$10,000 to $49,999**

Advanced Micro Devices Incorporated  
Agilent Technologies Incorporated  
American Electric Power Company Incorporated  
Boeing Company  
The DIRECTV Group Incorporated  
ExxonMobil Corporation  
Ford Motor Company  
Hewlett-Packard Company  
Lockheed Martin Matching Gift Program  
Lucent Technologies  
Motorola Incorporated  
Northrop Grumman Corporation  
Raytheon Company  
SBC Communications Incorporated  
Texas Instruments Incorporated

**$5,000 to $9,999**

Alcoa Incorporated  
Bank of America  
Caterpillar Incorporated  
Cummins Incorporated  
Delphi Corporation  
Eli Lilly & Company  
Intel Corporation  
ITT Industries  
Owens-Illinois Incorporated  
Practo & Gamble Company  
Verizon

**$1,000 to $4,999**

Accenture Limited  
AT&T Corporation  
Avaya Incorporated  
BP PLC  
C D Spangler Foundation  
ChevronTexaco Corporation  
Cinergy Corporation  
DaimlerChrysler Corporation  
Dow Chemical Company  
Entergy Operations Incorporated

**$500 to $999**

Exelon  
General Motors Corporation  
Harris Corporation  
Honeywell Hometown Solutions  
Honeywell International  
Johnson & Johnson  
Johnson Controls Incorporated  
Lexmark International Incorporated  
Lincoln National Corporation  
National Semiconductor  
Philips PACE  
QUALCOMM Incorporated  
Rockwell Automation  
Royal Philips Electronics N.V.  
Seagate Technology  
Shell Oil Company  
Sony Corporation  
Sprint Corporation  
Sun Microsystems Incorporated  
Tellabs Incorporated  
Temple-Inland Incorporated  
Tyco International Limited Company  
Whirlpool Corporation  
Wisconsin Energy Corporation

**$250 to $499**

Adobe Systems Incorporated  
American Standard Incorporated  
Analog Devices  
Bandag Incorporated  
BridgeStone/Firestone Incorporated  
Cadence Design Systems Incorporated  
Cisco Systems Incorporated  
Davidson & Associates Incorporated  
Dominion  
Goldman Sachs and Company  
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company  
Guidant Corporation  
MidAmerican Energy Foundation  
NiSource Incorporated  
Progress Energy  
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company  
Rockwell Collins Incorporated  
Science Applications International Corporation

**$100 to $249**

3M Corporation  
Ameren Corporation  
Armstrong Holdings Incorporated  
Automatic Data Processing Incorporated  
Ball Corporation  
Becton Dickinson & Company  
Brown-Forman Corporation  
Carlisle Holding Corporation  
Coca-Cola Company  
Cooper Industries Incorporated  
CPI Corporation  
Delta Foundation MG Program  
Dow Corning Corporation  
Duke Energy Corporation  
Eaton Corporation  
First Data Corporation  
First Data Western Union Foundation  
FMR Corporation  
Focal Financial Services Incorporated

**Up to $100**

Alliant Energy  
Alliant Techsystems  
Baxter International Incorporated  
Biomet Incorporated  
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company  
Charles Schwab  
Corning Incorporated  
Datascope Corporation  
Deloitte & Touche  
Ernst & Young International  
GlaxoSmithKline PLC  
International Paper Company  
Kemper Insurance Companies  
May Department Stores Company  
Merck & Company Incorporated  
Mueller Company  
Northeast Utilities Service Company  
Oracle Corporation  
Pernod Ricard USA  
Phelps Dodge Corporation  
Silicon Laboratories Incorporated  
United Technologies
When an undergraduate engineering student rides nuclear submarines to measure acoustical signatures, it’s not hard to imagine him someday as a researcher-of-interest to a few three-letter government agencies. What began under the ocean has led to success over the years for Ed Delp, Silicon Valley Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

Delp, with signature expertise in image processing, is quick to share credit for his highly-acclaimed research with the 13 graduate students working in his laboratory. “My results are obviously the output of great graduate students,” says Delp.

The Video and Image Processing Laboratory (VIPER) uses state-of-the-art technology to digitize, store, process, stream, and display digital video and images. From medical imaging to military surveillance platforms, the VIPER team has developed novel technologies for an array of futuristic applications. — Sally Bond

Continued on next page.
Unique Imaging Applications

More than 1.2 million women are diagnosed with breast cancer each year. Annual x-ray mammograms play a well-known role in early detection. While computer-aided diagnosis typically focuses on tumor identification, Delp and his colleagues are taking a new “normal detection” prescreening approach. Their goal is to free physicians to focus on actual cancer cases.

“Preliminary results on over 20,000 mammograms are encouraging,” reports Delp, who is also a professor of biomedical engineering. “We’ve developed a unique algorithm that creates a more efficient and powerful computer imaging technique.”

Image processing also opens possibilities in applications such as hand-held communication/camera devices. If you took a picture of an unknown building on campus, for example, you could be assisted by the Location Aware Image Database (LAID) being developed in collaboration with fellow ECE professor Yung-hsiang Lu. Your picture would be sent through a wireless network to a central database that analyzes and identifies the picture and provides a thumbnail image and building description.

“You can have an ‘OnStar® on steroids’ feature with image-enhanced navigation that offers not only map location like many GPS-type navigation systems but also visual feedback and instruction,” says Delp. Growing out of an ECE 495 Mobile Communications Project class, this research with Lu and undergraduate students uses a screen in the car to display pictures of nearby buildings and an accompanying narrative to either orient lost travelers or enlighten sightseers.

Delp’s research group also has worked for over ten years with C-SPAN, the TV network. Newly-developed tools analyze closed-caption information from the C-SPAN archives located in the Purdue Research Park and provide timelines of talk time used by individual guests and moderators. The Purdue researchers use these boundaries for automatic program segmentation in C-SPAN archived DVDs.

VIPER researchers working with IBM will create automatic speech recognition for the C-SPAN closed-caption transcript. “Closed-captioning is a difficult area to automate, and nobody quite knows how to do it yet,” says Delp. “But so far our progress includes successfully combining voice analysis and face recognition to index the content of congressional hearings.”

Protecting and Validating Content

Congress as well as various U.S. government agencies regularly solicit Delp’s expert testimony on watermarking technology. Delp is a recognized authority in digital watermarking, which embeds unobtrusive signals to identify the image or document owner and prevent or deter illegal activity. “He is THE ‘godfather’ of our research community in watermarking,” says Benoit Macq of the department of electrical engineering of Université Catholique de Louvain in Belgium who has worked with Delp for more than seven years. “In my extensive watermarking collaborations with him, Ed shows an outstanding feel for new paths in watermarking and video coding research.”

Delp works with the government on anti-counterfeiting and on anti-terrorism, to deter terrorists from communicating through hidden messages. “It’s very important to have the national Watermark Evaluation Testbed, located at VIPER, to evaluate watermarking techniques. It’s all about protecting and validating content.”

Delp and his colleagues also use complicated modeling for error concealment over noisy channels such as the Internet and have helped advance video compression techniques. “One movie on uncompressed video would probably require 20 DVDs,” states Delp. “But video compression techniques essentially delete parts of the video without affecting viewability. We’re looking at new models of video compression such as low complexity video that could be used for surveillance.”

In a 21st Century Research and Technology Fund project for surveillance applications, Delp is collaborating with IUPUI, Notre Dame, Thompson Multimedia, Delco, and the Naval Surface Warfare Center. “The video compression technique in Hollywood is very complex and costs hundreds of thousands of dollars, but you can play it back on a $49 Wal-Mart console. We’re reversing that,” says Delp. “We want to compress it with a simple device and use a complex device to play it back.”
Airborne military surveillance platforms that cannot handle computational complexity could be paired with a well-powered ground station. Low complexity encoding would simply compress the surveillance video and send it to the base station for a more complex and secure decoding.

**Beneficial Engagement**

Delp’s success is not limited to research. He recently received the 2004 Wilfred “Duke” Hesselberth Award for Teaching, his fourth teaching award. He also engages undergraduates in research through Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS), where he oversees watermarking and image content analysis technology for archiving oral history interviews at the Tippecanoe County Historical Association.

Delp has another goal, to “engage the state” by grooming PhD students for higher technology jobs in Indiana. “Professor Delp has expanded the scope of our lab in video compression and video processing,” reports Billy Beyers, senior corporate technology advisor (retired) for Thompson Consumer Electronics, Indianapolis. “We are pleased to have had three of Ed’s former graduate students join us. They are all excellent contributors.”

Ed Delp is not a passenger on nuclear submarines these days. He is a driving force in a research community that recognizes his multifaceted achievements in digital video and image processing.
Professor Jan Allebach’s collaborative research has fueled digital printing technology.
A Decade of Image Processing Research
—SALLY BOND

Custom homes, custom plates, custom tailoring…and a custom Wavelinks? Perhaps you would like to read about research related to just your major or department, see pictures from particular student organizations, or get updates on scholarships that you support. Variable data printing that can link a printing press with an office computer for glossy, on-demand, and personalized magazines could be the next big wave in digital publishing, if a team of Purdue researchers, Hewlett-Packard, and the University of Puerto Rico’s collaboration stays high on the image processing crest.

Funded by the Puerto Rican government to help move the country from a manufacturing- to knowledge-based economy, “the goal of the project is to develop tools to more effectively use the Indigo Press liquid toner technology. We could help realize a new office publishing environment,” reports Jan Allebach, Michael J. and Katherine R. Birck Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering.

Powerful Advances Propel Digital Printing Technology

Digital publishing is a newcomer in a $50 billion-a-year industry where many sophisticated communication tools have already made the leap from graphic designers to average people, transforming our use of printed information. Today’s desktop printer market has given us quality inkjet printers in the $30 range, despite an imaging pipeline through the printer that remains remarkably complex.

Powerful advances in image processing have fueled digital printing technology. The successful rendering algorithms developed by Allebach and company are embedded in virtually every HP inkjet printer sold in the world. Image processing has been a ten-year research focus for Allebach, co-inventor on 11 imaging patents and the internationally recognized 2004 Electronic Imaging Scientist of the Year.

Collaboration Leads to Breakthroughs

A University of Delaware and Princeton graduate, Allebach arrived at Purdue in 1983 to discover the expertise of the Purdue faculty, the talent and motivation of the graduate students, and an environment that fostered collaboration. “I have found it extremely rewarding to bring my graduate students along, get them interested in image processing, and see them develop great careers at all the major manufacturers,” he says. The strong interdisciplinary approach to digital printing research on campus draws nearly 30 graduate students and nine researchers from five academic units.

Allebach and his campus collaborators had their first breakthrough in digital halftoning with their development of the “gold standard” of algorithms for the best binary representation of an image. Their second breakthrough quickly followed with the successful training-based algorithm that mimicked “gold standard” halftone quality but without the computationally intensive (and impractical) requirements. It’s in every HP inkjet printer sold today.

Training- and model-based techniques to develop optimal rendering algorithms have proved integral for many tasks, such as image scaling for inkjet printers. “In four megapixel digital cameras, for example, pixels would cover less than a two-inch square.”

Continued on next page.
on the photo paper,” explains Allebach. “With ECE Professor Charles Bouman leading the way, we have invented an innovative technology to get the rest of the pixels by training the algorithm through pairs of low- and high-resolution images. The algorithm infers the missing detail and incorporates it into the high-resolution image.” Every HP inkjet printer sold today includes this algorithm in the printer driver. Bouman is applying the same strategy in additional HP products.

**Staying Connected Through Corporate Relationships**

Research with HP represents Allebach’s longest, most substantial corporate relationship. It reflects a master agreement between HP and Purdue to provide full coverage of the intellectual property. “It allows us to start new projects very effectively without renegotiations,” reports Allebach. “We’re in the business of educating students and creating knowledge, and we need to be able to publish. HP has been very supportive of that mission.”

The U.S. Secret Service has also supported Allebach and his cohorts, Ed Delp, Silicon Valley Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and mechanical engineering’s George Chiu. Allebach’s image analysis expertise, Delp’s communication and watermarking technology, and Chiu’s mechanical control are part of an NSF-sponsored printer forensics project.

The objects of interest are laser printers, notoriously subject to a problem called “banding.” It occurs when gears rotate the optical photoconductor drum at an inconsistent velocity. The team’s newly developed technology for artifact reduction can reduce serious image quality problems but also, coincidentally, can be used to characterize banding and identify which printer operates a particular gear mechanism. Each laser printer has an intrinsic signature—the equivalent of a fingerprint—that can be extracted from its printed documents and used to verify which printer created the forged document. One step further in the printer forensics process is to purposefully embed a subtle extrinsic signature, such as modulations in laser beam intensity, to produce small banding frequencies. Extrinsic signatures create a watermark detectable only through digital processing and provide a foolproof option for checking document authenticity.

“Digital halftoning and rendering are not new issues in image processing. But what constitutes a key problem, such as printer forensics, is always changing,” notes Allebach. “Sometimes, unfortunately, the academic community can be working on problems that are not the most critical issues to address. We have exciting opportunities in ECE to stay connected to real problems and issues.”

**Real-Life Benefits From Research Applications**

Every semester, 50 students engage in research applications through Allebach’s popular ECE 495M Mobile Communications Project. For the past two years, the class has worked with Purdue’s Center for Wireless Systems and Applications on a project for a mental health center south of Indianapolis.

The Assertive Community Treatment model for seriously mentally ill patients calls for specialist teams to track released clients and oversee treatment compliance. “How can team members interacting with clients best communicate with each other and with the treatment center?” asks Allebach. “Our undergraduate students are establishing an all-wireless, all-interconnected database that provides remote access to both pull data down and upload new content. It’s an extremely powerful concept that addresses a real community problem.”

“Jan has a rare ability to cut through red tape to meet the different needs of students, customers, and collaborators,” says Chiu, associate professor of mechanical engineering. “I’ve enjoyed many rewarding collaborations with Jan because he has great ideas. His goal is to do useful research.”

Allebach, who was tapped to determine the commercial potential of DuPont’s recent multimillion dollar image quality technology patent donation to ECE, is always eager to catch the next breaking issue in image processing. Staying connected to real problems, he reminds us, is what he loves most about this field.
Dave Meyer’s philosophy of teaching can be summed up in one word: diversity.

“There’s an emphasis on diversity today, and we need to be aware that it also applies to learning styles,” says Meyer, a professor of electrical and computer engineering. “Different students learn differently. Some get a lot out of a lecture. Others learn more from doing a lab experiment. Some students would rather look at a video—stop it, start it, back it up—than sit in a lecture. My philosophy is that
if we provide different modes of learning, we can better accommodate our diverse students.”

The Challenge to Improve

Meyer has taught in a variety of settings, from lecture halls with hundreds of undergraduates to classrooms with a few dozen graduate students. The most interesting (and challenging) venues are large lecture halls, where he uses video animations to pique students’ interest and wireless technology as he “cruises the aisles” to enhance professor-student interaction. But he’s also not afraid to scribble an “artist’s conception” on the chalkboard whenever necessary.

“I’m always working on ways to improve learning. Rarely will I teach the same course the same way twice,” says Meyer, who did his undergraduate and doctoral work at Purdue in electrical engineering. He also has a master’s degree in computer science.

Online lecture notes and video-taped lectures, including animated PowerPoint slides, are available for students and faculty alike. Meyer also has been working for a decade on a series of “lecture workbooks”—skeleton notes with carefully selected portions left blank for students to fill in during class time.

“I want to maximize the effectiveness of the lecture so that students are engaged but not frantically scribbling to keep up,” Meyer says. “The theory is that as the students are taking notes, information is encoded in their brains. The goal is to make that process as efficient as possible by focusing their attention on key points. In addition to traditional technology-based research in computer engineering and electro-acoustics, Meyer enjoys investigating the interaction between teaching and technology in order to study how students learn. He has studied how different students use his on-line streaming video resources by analyzing usage patterns, with interesting results.

“We got feedback on how long students were watch-

ing a segment, at which points they stopped and started it, and the overall access pattern,” Meyer says. These data were then cross-referenced with the students’ profiles to determine how different personality types utilized information online.

Incorporating his research into the classroom, Meyer has developed a capstone computer engineering class that tasks seniors with building an embedded micro controller system from the “ground up”—encompassing circuit design, printed circuit board layout, software design, and system packaging. Development of professional communications skills is also emphasized.

“Everything I do—using techniques, procedures, tools, research—is to help students learn,” says Meyer. “That is really the bottom line.”

Meyer does have one complaint about his job: “My students don’t make me work hard enough.

“I have lots of office hours, I encourage students to come in, but they don’t take advantage of the opportunity,” he says. “They may think that professors are too busy to talk to them, but most professors enjoy talking to students. I certainly do.”

Awards for Excellence

Meyer’s dedication has earned him no fewer than 17 teaching awards since he began teaching at Purdue in 1982. His awards include three Honeywell Awards and two Dean A. A. Potter Awards for excellence in teaching, both of which are selected by ECE students. National awards include the IEEE Undergraduate Teaching Award, the ASEE Fred Merryfield Design Award for Excellence in Teaching Engineering Design, the IEEE Computer Society Undergraduate Teaching Award, and the Eta Kappa Nu C. Holmes MacDonald Teaching Award, among others.

“It certainly is rewarding to get national recognition for what you do,” says Meyer, “but the student-initiated awards are the most meaningful.”

His favorite award stands on permanent display in the west foyer of the Purdue Memorial Union: the Book of Great Teachers. The Book is actually a plaque engraved with the names of 267 professors, past and present, chosen by their students and peers for their outstanding teaching and scholarship. This honor may be repeated by an individual only once every five years. Meyer’s name was added in 1997.

Meyer also was inducted as a charter member of the Teaching Academy, which honors excellence in teaching at all levels in the university and sponsors
2004 Teaching Award Recipients

**Bill Chappell:** *The Ruth and Joel Spira Outstanding Teacher Award.* In 1988, Joel Spira, founder of Lutron Electronics, initiated an award to be presented to a junior faculty member who has “excelled in teaching and inspiring students” in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

**Ed Delp:** *The Wilfred “Duke” Hesselberth Award for Teaching.* This award for teaching excellence is made possible by a fund established and maintained by the sons of Professor Hesselberth (1907—1985).

**Peter Doerschuk:** *The Motorola Excellence in Teaching Award.* Established in 2002, this award honors outstanding teaching in ECE, as determined by nominations from students enrolled in the ECE 400 senior seminar each semester. The award is presented to the faculty member who receives the highest number of nominations for the academic year.

**Linoy V. Alex, John G. Andrews, Aditya Bansal, Pablo A. Estrada, Wessam M. Hassanein, Samir M. Iqbal, Rouzbeh Jazayeri, Jaebang Kim, Michael R. Maletich, Hassan Raza, Kirk J. Riley, Waseem A. Sheikh:** *The Estus H. and Vashti L. Magoon Award Winners for Excellence in Teaching.* Given annually in memory of Estus H. and Vashti L. Magoon, this award recognizes the contributions of graduate teaching assistants throughout engineering. A 1913 Purdue alumnus, Estus was born in 1892 and received his bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering. He received an honorary doctorate from Purdue in 1937 in recognition of his achievements. Several years after his death in 1974, Mrs. Magoon established a trust to fund the awards in perpetuity. She died in 1986.

**ECE teaching assistants Min Lu, Michael Maletich, and Linoy Alex** were honored for their teaching accomplishments at the campus-wide Celebration of Graduate Student Teaching.

Faculty-to-faculty mentoring. Founded in 1997, the academy boasts a total of 143 professors chosen for their outstanding abilities in the classroom.

“The academy is a method of recognition,” says Meyer, “but it’s also a method of service, of getting people involved.”

**Continued Dedication**

Meyer continues his winning ways. Most recently he won the William H. Hayt Outstanding Instructor in ECE Award, presented by Purdue’s Eta Kappa Nu chapter in May of 2003.

“I enjoy the personal interaction and the satisfaction of helping students learn the same material that I’m excited about,” Meyer says. “I think one of the reasons that I have been successful is that students can tell if you enjoy what you are doing. And I love what I’m doing.”
Professor Emeritus Keinosuke Fukunaga gained world renown in statistical pattern recognition during his career at Purdue.
As a child, Keinosuke Fukunaga refused to return to an art class because the instruction had no logical reasoning. Language studies also confounded him.

“This was the rule, but there was exception, exception, so I hated that lesson, too,” the Purdue ECE professor emeritus says today.

“But as soon as I went to math class, I could understand everything naturally. My mind works logically.” That set him on a path that led to world renown in statistical pattern recognition.

Similar seeds for the future were nurtured in youth by fellow professor
emeritus David Landgrebe. “I did the soldering bit, building little electric things,” he says. One high school summer he took a television repair course, cementing his interest in electrical engineering. Years later, that interest led to acclaimed achievements in signal theory and representation.

Both shared a passion for practical applications of their work while contributing to their fields, Purdue University, and their students.

Fukunaga: Real-World Challenges

After earning a bachelor’s degree at Japan’s Kyoto University, a master’s degree at the University of Pennsylvania, and in 1962 a doctorate at Kyoto, Fukunaga spent four years at Mitsubishi Electric in Japan. He was recruited to Purdue in 1966 by a professor who heard him present at a New York conference.

By 1973, Fukunaga had been named a full professor and published the landmark textbook, *Introduction to Statistical Pattern Recognition*, still a vital resource in English, Chinese, and Russian. A second edition was released in 1990.

He often left campus during the summers, heading to industry and consulting activities. For more than a decade he maintained a close working relationship with MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory, applying statistical methods to classification of various radar signatures.

“When you go out to industry, talk to people, and work together, you see they have a lot of problems to solve,” he says. “You see what’s most important and that people want solutions. I met people, picked up problems, and had my students find solutions we would publish.”

The work also gave the Fukunaga family experiences in new places, from New Mexico’s deserts to Florida’s tropics.

“He was very persistent,” recalls former graduate student Warren Koontz (PhD ’71), one of about 20 Fukunaga mentored. “He applied constant, gentle pressure. That’s how he got his students to produce. His favorite question was, ‘Anything new?’ He was always accessible and prompt in reading what you’d done and getting back to you.”

Koontz published six papers with his major professor. “The first one was mostly based on his ideas and I did a little of the computer work to run experiments. By the end, I came up with ideas myself, and he’d say, ‘Why don’t you put your name first.’ This put him way out in front in terms of integrity and graciousness.”

“I am not the person who actually works. I’m just supervising,” Fukunaga says of his style. “If I interfere too much, then I’m discouraging students. I was available any time, ready to spend half a day or all day with the student.”

Quality matters. “To produce first-class results you have to select first-class students,” Fukunaga says.

While research was his passion, Fukunaga was an excellent instructor as well, says colleague George Lee, who took one of his courses. “He was a very good teacher because he explained material clearly and carefully and talked about how to apply it to technical problems.”

After 38 years on campus and consulting with industry, Fukunaga now spends his leisure time walking and resting. “I feel most proud of my research accomplishments,” he says. “I had excellent students. I respect them.”

Landgrebe: Interdisciplinary Pioneer

Hailing from Huntingburg, Ind., Landgrebe landed at Purdue more than 50 years ago. After earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees and, in 1962, a doctorate, he joined the faculty.

KEINOSUKE FUKUNAGA

**Education**

BSEE ’53, Kyoto University, Japan

MSEE ’59, University of Pennsylvania

PhD ’62, Kyoto University

**Career highlights**

1953—1966, Mitsubishi Electric, Japan

1966—1973, associate professor, Purdue School of Electrical Engineering

1973—present, professor, Purdue School of Electrical Engineering

Held numerous industry posts.

Consulted extensively throughout his career, including at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, 1973—1987.

**Recognition**

IEEE Fellow

**Publications**

Author of *Introduction to Statistical Pattern Recognition*; also published numerous book chapters and dozens of journal articles.

By 1969, he was directing the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS), which he co-founded in 1966 and oversaw until 1981. There, with personnel topping 120, an interdisciplinary team created space-based technology to observe and manage agricultural resources.

“I’m very impressed with the ability an interdisciplinary team has on a problem,” he says today. “To me, it was sparks flying.”

“We had to learn each other’s languages,” recalls Chris Johannsen, professor emeritus of Agronomy, on the LARS staff. “We were the first to take remotely-
sensed data and analyze it by digital computer. We learned how to make it useful for different disciplines.”

That took leadership, delivered by Landgrebe. “He had a unique way of summarizing what we learned in discussion,” says Johannsen. “He grasped what was going on so everyone could understand and feel comfortable that we were on the same path.”

Landgrebe was a “tremendous example” for John Kerekes (BSEE ’83, PhD ’89), who helped organize the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society’s Honorary Workshop for Professor David A. Landgrebe at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in 2003.

“He showed examples as application of theory,” recalls Kerekes, one of 25 graduate students Landgrebe guided. “It was exciting to see mathematics used in something I could relate to.”

His professor also demonstrated remote sensing’s benefits, he says. “His contributions in analyzing algorithms were some of the very first, and they provided a model for people to expand on. He’s always been ahead of the community in developing ideas. Five or 10 years later, people realize, ‘Hey, Dave was on to something here.’ He has proven to be a workhorse in collecting satellite imagery used for land cover classification and resource monitoring.”

Landgrebe helped develop the free, web-based MultiSpec software, used by thousands to analyze imagery. Over the years, his research took him to Moscow, Tokyo, Helsinki, Sydney, and other points around the globe. He held industry posts, and he served Purdue as associate dean of engineering, director of the engineering experiment station, coordinator of graduate programs, and ECE acting head.

He’s still working—because he loves it. “I have a problem with people who make a distinction between work and play,” Langrebe says. “I was doing something I thoroughly enjoyed, so I didn’t feel a strong attraction to weekends off or time away. I was having too much fun.”

Looking to the future, Langrebe is still excited. “This field has enormous potential.”

---

**DAVID LANDGREBE**

**Education**

BSEE ’56, Purdue University

MSEE ’58, Purdue University

PhD ’62, Purdue University

**Career highlights**

1962—present, Purdue School of Electrical Engineering faculty member

1969—1981, director, Purdue Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing

1981—1984, associate dean of engineering and director of Engineering Experiment Station

1986—1989, coordinator of graduate programs, School of Electrical Engineering

1995—1996, acting head, School of Electrical & Computer Engineering

Served on numerous National Research Council and NASA advisory committees. Held posts with Bell Telephone Laboratory, Interstate Electronics, and Douglas Aircraft. Consulted with various industrial and government organizations.

**Recognition**

Life Fellow, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers • Fellow, American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing

• Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science • Life member, American Society for Engineering Education

• Member, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi honorary societies • NASA Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal, 1973


• Distinguished Achievement Award, 1992 • Education Award, 2003

**Publications**

MAKING THINGS

— Mary Lundstrom
with
Korina Wilbert
WORK | Master Machinist Marks 25 Years at ECE
In this wireless, digitized day and age, there is concern that engineering students come to Purdue without enough hands-on experience. To Claude "Chuck" Harrington, master machinist at ECE for the past 25 years, hands-on just comes naturally.

"When I was five years old, my dad bought a new milk separator that arrived one day while he was gone. I took it apart on the front porch, to see how it was made," Harrington recalls. "It took us until 11:00 that night to put it back together, but there were no screws left over."

As a child growing up on a farm in upstate New York, Harrington’s natural curiosity about how things work earned him the nickname “How-come-and-why.” As an adult, his accumulated knowledge and experience have resulted in a career as a master machinist. He has creatively solved problems for faculty and students alike, fabricating tools and equipment to advance research and educate future engineers while doing work that is second nature to him.

**Student Involvement**

Harrington assists students in ECE undergraduate courses as needed. Barrett Robinson, coordinator of undergraduate laboratories and Harrington’s supervisor for the past ten years, says, “Chuck’s talent lies in being able to build on his experience. With his knowledge, it doesn’t take long before the problem is solved.”

In ECE 402, Electrical Engineering Design Projects, students are challenged to use their engineering ingenuity. One semester, students were required to race toy cars through a track and park them in a garage. Through the use of sensors, students guided the cars “blindly” from a computer keyboard to complete the project. Harrington was available to give advice and guidance on fabrication for mechanical components and ensure that the students worked safely.

“It’s of utmost importance that students working in the machine shop treat it seriously,” Harrington stresses. “Safety comes first.”

Harrington has also worked with the students in EPICS on many of their community-oriented projects. One involved adapting tools and other equipment for use by the handicapped. Another dealt with magnetic levitation for a racetrack at a children’s science museum. There was even a laser harp that didn’t work. “The laser sensors had shorted out,” Harrington recalls. Harrington was able to diagnose the problem quickly. The harp played once again.

**A Creative Problem-Solver**

Harrington’s work with ECE faculty takes a different tack. A process has evolved that has led to roughly 20 patents. Harrington is listed as co-inventor along with many ECE faculty members. Harrington isn’t sure exactly how many patents he holds. "My wife takes care of that," he says.

First, Harrington and the professor meet to discuss the goal of the fabrication project. “No decisions are made at this point,” Harrington notes. “We leave that meeting and think about the project for awhile.” Then, they meet again, this time to draw up a prototype.

“I’ve had lots of drawings presented to me on napkins.” Harrington says. “Once a professor came to me with an idea he had while he was traveling. That was the only time I worked from a sketch on the back of a tie!”
Next, he devises a working prototype. As the research continues, additional generations of the original prototype may be fabricated to reflect modifications.

Harrington describes the process more simply. “Modification 9-C.’ That was the first modification I ever did. Whenever we need to try another angle, we call it Modification 9-C.” Harrington adds, “About half of the time, things don’t work. But we don’t fail. We learn.”

Dan Leaird, manager of the Ultrafast Optics and Fiber Communications Laboratory in ECE, says, “We do research. We’re not producing an end product a thousand times. Everything has to be modified.” Leaird continues, “The services of the machine shop and the expertise of someone like Chuck are absolutely critical to getting anything done.”

Harrington serves as a fabricator for some, a consultant for others. “Some people need a person who can get things built,” Leaird says. “I need an expert I can talk to about properties of solids or high-frequency communications.” Harrington often works with extremely expensive custom materials that are very difficult to machine. His skill has saved thousands of dollars over the years.

**A Life’s Worth of Know-How**

To do his job well, Harrington taps his vast experience, plus his knowledge of mathematics, physics, mechanical engineering, electronics, and other fields. “He has a broad range of experience that he brings to the table in terms of solving problems.” Leaird explains. “He understands some of the fundamental problems we have and how we need to make things work.”

Harrington is a master machinist. He is also a certified welder and a certified mold maker. He works with mills, lathes, grinders, drills, and, of course, computers. Perhaps his greatest skill is the ability to pinpoint information when it is needed. A copy of *Machinery’s Handbook*, the “machinists’ bible,” Harrington claims, is close at hand in his research shop/office in the basement of the EE building.

Throughout his life, Harrington has taken a hands-on approach to discovering “How come?” and “Why?” By the time he was 13 years old, Harrington was repairing radios. Prior to coming to Purdue, Harrington worked as an injection mold maker for Rostone Corporation in Lafayette, Ind. In the 1970s, he built satellite dishes for home systems. More recently, “I bought a microwave oven, and my wife Dana was surprised when I didn’t take it apart,” Harrington says. (He had already disassembled several.)

He is a long-time radio amateur, a self-described “hammer” through and through. Characteristically, while on a Caribbean cruise, he could be found in the engine room rather than on deck, his curiosity once again getting the upper hand.

Harrington laughs, “There’s not a day that I don’t mind walking in the shop door. I really enjoy my work.”

Keeping up with ever-changing technology can be daunting. Harrington manages by reading a stack of magazines every month, from *Popular Mechanics* to technical papers written by ECE faculty. His life-long dedication to learning has led Harrington to enlist the help of professors, students, coworkers, and others to achieve success.

Could his insatiable curiosity about how things work be something in Harrington’s blood? A son, David (AAE ’94, Computer Graphics), has followed in his father’s footsteps and also is a machinist. One of Harrington’s grandchildren, seven-year-old Andrew, has already taken apart several lawn mowers. Naturally.
As a founding partner of Foundation Capital in 1995, Bill Elmore is one of the most well-established venture capitalists in Silicon Valley. He has watched, coached, and nurtured hundreds of early-stage companies, helping develop them into industry leaders. His firm is committed to supporting entrepreneurs and their companies, targeting innovative opportunities in telecommunications and networking, Internet infrastructure, and enterprise software. In May of 2001, Foundation Capital closed its $595 million Fund IV.

Speaking of his student years, Elmore says, “The bottom line is Purdue prepared me for what I’m doing now. Without the technical background and the thought process that goes along with that training, I wouldn’t be able to interact with technical people every day in my current career.”

As director and past president of the Western Association for Venture Capitalists and in his role as a director of the National Venture Capital Association, Elmore is actively involved in defining, serving, and representing the interests of the venture capital and private equity industries.

“My Purdue engineering background has been crucial to me as a venture capitalist,” says Elmore.
Gen Fukunaga  
**BSEE ’82, MSEE ’84**  
**Founder and President, FUNimation Productions**

Gen Fukunaga, founder and president of FUNimation Productions grew up in West Lafayette. When he visited Japan in the eighth grade he was surprised at the sophisticated animation there compared to that of the United States.

After earning degrees from Purdue and an MBA from Columbia University, Fukunaga held positions with Andersen Consulting and Tandem Computers. Japanese animation remained on his mind, though.

“Finally, I thought, why not bring Japanese animation to the U.S.,” he recalls. A meeting was arranged with Toei Animation. Their library contained “Dragon Ball Z,” a television series that had been successful internationally, generating over $3 billion in associated revenues. Fukunaga says, “We negotiated with them to acquire the rights for DBZ in limited syndication.”

Today, *TV Guide* reports that DBZ is one of Cartoon Network’s most popular programs. Since 1994, FUNimation has become a major international brand management and home video company. It is involved in producing shows, licensing and merchandising the characters, retailing through its Zstore.com, and distributing home videos throughout the world.

---

Jeffrey D. Fisher  
**BSEE ’80**  
**Executive Vice President of Worldwide Sales, NVIDIA**

After leaving Purdue in 1980, Jeff Fisher, intrigued by the high-tech revolution and the lure of California, moved to Silicon Valley. He earned an MBA from Santa Clara University and was recruited by NVIDIA in 1994 when the Silicon Valley graphics chip company was barely a year old. There, he has helped build one of the most successful sales teams in the semiconductor industry.

NVIDIA has reached $1 billion and $2 billion sales milestones faster than any other semiconductor company. More than once, NVIDIA has been recognized as one of the “100 Fastest Growing Companies” in the U.S. by *Fortune*. NVIDIA develops cutting-edge GPUs (graphic processing units) that dramatically enhance the visual computing experience on PCs, laptops, workstations, and other computing platforms. Today, one out of every three PCs and engineering workstations sold is powered by NVIDIA graphics.

“Over the past ten years, NVIDIA has transformed the graphics industry,” Fisher says. “Helping to build NVIDIA into one of the world’s leading technology companies has been the greatest experience of my career.”

---

*Continued on next page.*
Roch-Chian Ho
PhD ’75
Founder & CEO, Intertek
Founder & CEO, Amperor

After earning his MSEE from Washington University, Roch-Chian Ho came to Purdue. His eyes were opened to the importance of computer-aided design, where theory and reality meet. “It’s living proof that a theory won’t work unless it works on paper,” he says.

In 1982, Ho returned to Taiwan, where he founded Intertek, involved in the design and manufacture of automated testing systems. After a successful startup period, Intertek entered the desktop and portable power supply business and began marketing products under the name of Amperor in 1987. The primary product offerings at the time were AC-to-DC power supplies, DC-to-AC power supplies, and DC/DC converters.

The company employs over 3,000 people in the United States, the United Kingdom, Taiwan, China, and Singapore. With sales revenues of $120 million, it is a major supplier for Compaq, HP, Scientific Atlanta, and Lexmark. It also makes power supply units for European customers. Ho remains actively involved in defining the new products and exploring new directions.

Hong-Sun Kim
PhD ’90
President, SecureSoft

When Hong-Sun Kim, founder, CEO, and chairman of SecureSoft, was at Purdue, the university’s advanced computer system had a huge impact on him. In fact, Kim says, “Purdue’s computer network, ECN, was overwhelming to me.” During his college days in Korea, he had not seen such systems. “Even though I attended the best and largest university in Korea, computer systems there were not as advanced.”

After completing his studies at Purdue, Kim applied his knowledge and experience to industries in Korea. “Now I am selling high-tech IT products developed by Korean engineers to the U.S.”

SecureSoft, headquartered in Seoul, Korea, is one of the leading Internet security companies in the world. It was listed on the KOSDAQ exchange in Korea in 2001. SecureSoft founded its own corporation in September 2002 in Japan, where it has broad partnerships with prestigious corporations including Marubeni, Fujitsu, Toshiba, NEC Soft, and HP Japan.

“It gives me great pleasure to participate in the advancement of IT industries based on my experience at Purdue,” Kim says.

Joseph Schoendorf
BSEE ’66
Executive Partner, Accel Partners

Joe Schoendorf has been active in the software and telecommunications industries for 37 years, the past 15 as an executive partner with Accel Partners. “You don’t turn a corner from engineer to venture capitalist,” Schoendorf reflects. “There is no corner. Dave Packard, founder of HP, said, ‘If you don’t understand it, you can’t manage it.’ That defines the importance of being an engineer in this field. At the end of the day the directors have the ultimate responsibility for managing the company.”
Recalling his college days, Schoendorf comments, “Think of everything we take for granted today, from fax machines to VCRs to cell phones to personal computers. Not one was invented when I graduated in 1966.

“What I learned of most enduring value at Purdue was the ability to learn. The rate of change in this technology is accelerating exponentially,” Schoendorf says. “Everything I learned about content has been obsolete for many decades. But the ability to learn—that will never be obsolete.”

Edmund O. Schweitzer III

Founder & President, Schweitzer Engineering Lab

While a student at Purdue, Ed Schweitzer loved electromagnetics and boundary-value problems. He recalls, “We were told that ours was the last class to be taught vacuum tubes. We solved load-line problems on a slate board with the V-I characteristics of the 6SN7 tube.”

Schweitzer developed a digital relay as his PhD project while at Washington State University in Pullman. Eventually it led to manufacture of the world’s first all-digital protective relay, revolutionizing the protection industry.

Building on innovations in the electric utility industry begun by his father and grandfather, he founded Schweitzer Engineering Labs to make the transmission of electric power safer, more reliable, and more economical. The company, started in the basement of his home, shipped its first products in 1984.

Today, SEL has more than 800 employees. Sales exceeded $100 million in 2002. The employee-owned company sells to virtually every electric utility in the United States and has customers in 90 countries worldwide.

Edward G. Tiedemann, Jr.

Senior Vice President, Engineering, QUALCOMM

Edward Tiedemann says, “In 1986, Andy Viterbi, who had just started QUALCOMM with Irwin Jacobs, suggested that I join the company.” After Tiedemann had spent several years at QUALCOMM, the initial concepts of CDMA cellular communications were proven, and he became involved in the system design for the CDMA air interface. Tiedemann then assumed responsibility for enhancements to the CDMA air interface design. In 1991 he formed and led a team to pursue standardization of CDMA.

Tiedemann was appointed chair for the group in the Telecommunications Industry Association that was responsible for the CDMA physical layer. This work resulted in the CDMA standard for cellular communications, IS-95. Later, when the U.S. government opened up Personal Communications Systems (PCS), he led the industry work that was responsible for the CDMA PCS standard.

In the mid 1990s, when companies were starting to think seriously about third-generation wireless systems, Tiedemann formed a small team that determined many of the initial technical concepts for third-generation CDMA wireless systems. This led to cdma2000, which was based upon the IS-95 standard. Today, Tiedemann leads QUALCOMM’s worldwide standardization activities and continues as chair of the standards group responsible for the cdma2000 physical layer.
A laser physics business and technology visionary, Donald R. Scifres helped launch a revolution in the optical communication industry. His founding contributions to distributed feedback lasers, high power diode arrays, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, and more have consistently delivered sophisticated devices to the market.

Scifres received the 2003 IEEE Robert N. Noyce Medal in recognition of his pioneering contributions to the technology and business development of semiconductor lasers. He also received recognition as Eminent Member from Eta Kappa Nu.

Robert N. Noyce Medal

The IEEE Robert N. Noyce Medal was established to recognize exceptional achievements and outstanding contributions to the microelectronics industry. Preference is given to individuals who have demonstrated contributions in multiple areas including technology development, business development, industry leadership, technology policy development, and standards development.
A Lifetime of Achievement

Donald R. Scifres received a bachelor’s degree (1968) from Purdue University and master’s (1970) and doctoral (1972) degrees in electrical engineering from the University of Illinois.

In 1972, Dr. Scifres joined Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, where he studied semiconductor lasers and integrated optics. In 1974, Dr. Scifres and his co-workers reported and patented the first distributed feedback semiconductor injection laser. It became the preferred light source for high speed long distance optical fiber communications. Dr. Scifres also performed pioneering work on integrated optical devices, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers and high power semiconductor lasers for communications, medical, industrial and aerospace applications.

Based on this work, Dr. Scifres co-founded Spectra Diode Laboratories, Inc. (SDL) in 1983. SDL merged with JDS Uniphase Corporation in 2001, where Dr. Scifres served as co-chairman and chief strategy officer until he retired in January 2003. Dr. Scifres then founded SDL Ventures, LLC, an investment firm focusing on early stage investments in the lasers, photonics, fiber optics and microwave communications, and biotech fields.

Dr. Scifres is a Fellow of the IEEE and OSA and a member of the National Academy of Engineering, APS and SPIE. He holds more than 130 U.S. patents and has published over 300 technical articles and book contributions. He has received numerous IEEE awards including the Jack Morton Medal (1985), the LEOS Award for Engineering Excellence (1994), the Third Millennium Medal (2000), and the Robert Noyce Medal (2003). He has also received the OSA Edward H. Land Medal (1996), the APS George E. Pake Prize (1997), and the Rank Prize (2001) from The Rank Foundation of the U.K. He received Eminent Member recognition (2003) from Eta Kappa Nu.

Dr. Scifres has received the E’CA’ Distinguished Alumni Award (1991) and the Engineering Alumni Honor Award (1993) from the University of Illinois, the Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award (1990), the Outstanding Electrical Engineer Award (1992), an Honorary Doctorate in Engineering (2001) and the Governor Robert T. Tiemann Award (2002) from Purdue University, and the Laurin Publishing Company’s Distinction in Photonics Award (1999).
Striking a Balance

Students Successfully Pursue Academics, Interests

Whether playing the trumpet or piloting a plane, the individuals highlighted here have managed to pursue excellence in their academic careers at Purdue while enjoying a wide range of interests. A delicate balancing act for many students, the four have thrived in ECE’s rigorous academic environment and have embraced facets of the larger Purdue community as well.

Young Alum on Academic Fast Track —Russ Brickey

Like many students his age, 17-year-old Chris McNett was looking forward to going off to college this fall. Unlike most, however, the Indianapolis native headed west, to graduate school at Stanford University. Among the youngest students ever to be accepted at Purdue, McNett (BSEE ’03) scored a perfect 1600 on the SAT and officially became a Boilermaker at the ripe old age of 13.

Adding to his accomplishments: A patent for a method of layering sound absorption panels. A private pilot’s license. Four internships at Microsoft.

“Chris was about 12 when his dad asked if I thought he could make it at Purdue,” says Barrett Robinson, coordinator of undergraduate labs in ECE. “I posed the senior design problem for the previous semester [to McNett].” The problem is usually handled by a team of four seniors over the course of the semester. “He mastered most of it within a few minutes,” says Robinson.

McNett “made it” through Purdue—with a near-perfect 3.97 GPA. Eyeing graduate school, at age 16 he added a perfect GRE score to his already impressive list of achievements.

“Purdue was such a neat place,” McNett says of his undergraduate days at the university. McNett spent the past summer completing his fourth internship at Microsoft. He enjoyed living with two other Microsoft interns in downtown Seattle and working on software development for the industry giant. He entered Stanford as a graduate student in computer science this fall.

As for the future, McNett, like most 17-year-olds, is undecided. “I don’t know what I’m going to do. I may start a business or I may go into research,” he says.

Supportive Faculty, SCR Fellowship Highlight Graduate Studies —Russ Brickey

Cassondra Neau (MSEE ’00, PhD ’04) came to Purdue after graduating from Duke University in 1998.

“When I went to college I was considering a major in biomedical engineering,” Neau says. “As I got into the biomedical program I discovered that the part I liked best was the electrical engineering.”

Exploring graduate programs, she chose Purdue. “I found the faculty at Purdue to be very approachable and helpful,” Neau says. “They were willing to talk to a prospective graduate student like me about what I wanted to do rather than how I would fit into a slot they had for me.”

Her graduate work, which focused on device and circuit architecture for scaled technologies, garnered Neau a
Young Alum on Academic Fast Track

— Russ Brickey

She received a research fellowship from the Semiconductor Research Corporation. SRC, a consortium of semiconductor manufacturers, was founded in 1979 to maintain American technological leadership.

Her research involved simulations on predictive devices to explore possibilities for the next few generations of technologies—“what we might see in the next ten years or so,” Neau says.

In addition to her graduate studies, Neau was a volunteer coach for the women’s rowing team and a math tutor for high school students from her local church. She worked for two summers at Motorola on circuitry design. She also attended two SRC student conferences in Texas and Arizona.

“ ‘The conferences were a great opportunity to meet students from other universities and to meet people from industry who are interested in hearing about your work.

“For incoming female students my advice would be to get involved with the Women in Engineering Program,” Neau says. WIEP was the first of its kind in the nation and is a model for similar programs at other universities. “I participated in the graduate mentoring program for several years and found it to be both fun and helpful.”

Purdue’s Renaissance Man — Theron Francis

For Nathan Hall, recent graduate and recipient of the Outstanding Undergraduate Award in ECE in 2004, his time at Purdue was a matter of balance: “I was able to get so much out of my college experience, while at the same time succeeding at one of the most difficult majors at Purdue,” Hall says.

Hall’s path to Purdue was paved by the Lilly Endowment scholarship he received upon graduation from high school in South Bend, Ind. While on campus, Hall served as an officer of Eta Kappa Nu. He participated in HKN’s social events and community service projects, including the society’s voter registration drives and Thanksgiving festivals that support the Salvation Army.

Hall was also on the staff of Purdue’s student newspaper, The Exponent. As a writer and column-
At Purdue, graduate student Hombs’ research into wireless systems rocks, as does his band, Awkward Silence.

Diversity Key to Guitar-Playing Graduate Student — Theron Francis

Brandon Hombs is using the potential of dissonance to overcome interference problems in multi-carrier wireless systems. To support his research, the National Science Foundation awarded Hombs a three-year fellowship, which he recently completed. He plans to graduate in 2005.

This summer, Hombs’ research led him to MIT’s Lincoln Laboratories, where he conducted research on wireless terrestrial communications using multiple antenna systems. Multiple antennas create a “constructive” interference that results in more accurate reception. Hombs compares the system to dialogue in a rich, multi-ethnic society:

“As in social diversity, in which you get different points of view about the same thing, using multiple antennas we get different points of view of the same signal, and we call that diversity.” This diversity, Hombs says, leads to “higher data rates and more robust communication.”

With his NSF fellowship, Hombs was free to attend any of several universities. He chose Purdue, where he also earned his master’s degree. “I knew I would receive strong support from my Purdue professors,” Hombs says. “I’m particularly grateful for the guidance of my adviser, Professor James Lehnert.”

Hombs has also appreciated Purdue’s cultural diversity. At Purdue, he says, there are graduate students from around the globe. “It’s been great to get to know them and their different perspectives on research, on culture, on politics, and on the world.”

In his spare time, Hombs pursues his love of music. He gives trumpet lessons and plays in the University Jazz Band, the Lafayette Citizen’s Band, and the Purdue Symphonic Band. He also plays guitar in his rock band, Awkward Silence.
2003-04 Scholarship, Fellowship, and Award Winners

Departmental Merit-Based Scholarship Recipients

**3M Scholarship**  Landis Huffman

**Allied Signal Scholarship**  Fraz Ahmed, Eric Naglich, Chris Rodgers, Ryan Shartle

**Karl H. Bollenbach Memorial Scholarship**  Christopher Newton

**BP Amoco Scholarship**  Brandon Dickerson

**Class 2002 Scholarship**  Adam Solomon

**Dorothy Digges and Albert M. Wiggins Scholarship**  Andrew Whipple

**Professor El-Abiad Scholarship**  Aaron Replogle, Benny Wing Fei Wong

**FesSENDEN-Trott Scholarship**  Bret Charles Britton, Christopher Coy, Sean Duff, Dimitrios Karabnis, Justin Daniel Lanning, Brian McCammack, Michael Newman, Elizabeth Strehlow, Blake Strouse, Jennifer Tietz

**Giles Morrill Memorial Scholarship**  Bryn Nealis

**William H. Hayt Memorial Scholarship**  Mark Kaehr

**Charles and Anna Holder Scholarship**  Neil Bedwell, Lee Bush, Brent Krumfer, Chad Lau, Carl Obremski

**George Hollister Scholarship**  Ravi Bhavasar, Nathan Hall

**Donald E. Knebel Scholarship**  Joshua Larsen

**Lockheed Martin/Wireless Center Scholarship**  Carl Obremski, Gregory Sutton

**Long Electric Scholarship**  Bryn Nealis, Adam Solomon

**McDonnell Douglas-Boeing Scholarship**  Mary Knox, Siou Lin, Esteban Rodriguez, Jennifer Sharp, Colleen Shea, Catherine Slater, Rachael Voss

**William and Mary Meese Scholarship**  David Bedwell, Clayton Edens, Landis Huffman, Matthew Lehtinen, Seth McAlarney

**Thomas Alexander Prewit Memorial Scholarship**  Aaron Replogle

**Donald Quillin Memorial Scholarship**  Nan Zhou

**Rappaport Wireless Communications Scholarship**  Wonbin Hong, Ki Nyeng Kang, Curtis Watson

**Samuel David Williamson Scholarship**  David Eaton

**Ernest E. Swanbeck Scholarship**  Ammar Bustami, Dimitrios Karabnis

**Tellkamp Scholarship**  Sumit Mehra, Jared Suttles, Brian Sutton


**Industrial Affiliate Scholarships**

**Advanced Micro Devices**  Clive Lopez, Craig Noble, Allan Patterson, Peter Richmond, Edwin Tjandraanegara

**BAE Systems**  Sean Duff, Hsan-yin Hsu

**Cisco Scholarship**  Chad Baker, Rolin Pettway, Brian Stroube

**Convergys Scholarship**  Michael Dorsey, Adrian Hardin, Loulwa Salem

**Gilei-Klark**  Nirav Lad, Raghuram Ramanujan, Ryan Riley, Siddarth Sen, Joel Stubbs

**Lockheed Martin**  Michael Constant, Anthony Eddy, Jason Kaeding, Long-Wei Lu, Matthew Makowski

**Lucent Technologies**  Hasrat Godil

**Motorola**  Afua Bruce, Ryan Hicks, Derrick Kearney, Jose Mendez, Christopher Thomas

**Texas Instruments**  Nur Farahiah Mustaffa, Phyllis Ng, Tera Wong

**Other Scholarships and Awards**

**Angus Sciencegtech Most Improved Student Award**  Adam McNeal

**Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding Sophomore Award**  Adam Beardsley

**Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding Junior Award**  Otto Parson

**Purdue Student Engineering Foundation Outstanding Senior Award**  Nathan Hall

**Purdue Student Engineering Foundation Outstanding Graduate Student Award**  Gilbert Tseng, Estus H. and Vashti L. Magoon Awards for Graduate Teaching Assistants  Linoy Alex, John Andrews, Aditya Bansal, Pablo Estrada, Wessam Hassanein, Samir Iqbal, Rouzbeh Jazayeri, Jaebang Kim, Michael Malteich, Hasan Raza, Kirk Riley, Waseem Sheikh

**Motorola Outstanding Student**  Aldi Haryoprationom

**Motorola Outstanding Graduate Student**  Sungjae Lee

Continued on next page.
Fellowship Recipients

**Andrews and Mary I. Williams Fellowships**
Kirk Bevan, Aaron Cramer, Seunghee Lee, Ethan Schuchman

**Birck Fellowships**
Sorubh Mahadoo, Eduardo Maia

**Chappelle Fellowship**
Aaron Ault

**Cisco/Top Gun Fellowships**
John Leimgruber, Curtis Watson

**Fullbright Fellowship**
Eduardo Garcia, Fabian Perez

**GAANN Fellowships**

**GEM and McDonnell Douglas-Boeing Fellowships**
Tracy Brown, Patrick Carpenter, Kevin Dale, Andreas Garcia, Chanon Jones, Paul Kirby, Carol Smith, Torrey Walker

**Intel PhD Fellowship**
Chris Hyung-Il Kim

**IGERT Fellowships**
James Cale, Brandon Cassimere, Brant Cassimere, Benjamin Loop, Brian McEnany

**David Knox and INAC Fellowship**
Angelica Davila

**Meissner Fellowships**
Hoi Ho Chain, Uday Chettiar

**NSF Fellowships**
Brandon Hombs, Paul Kapur

**Purdue Fellowship**
Alberto Vega

**Purdue and INAC Fellowship**
Adina Scott

**Puskas Memorial Fellowship**
Sorin Bengea

**Ross and RCA-Zworykin Fellowships**
Steven Cauley, Qikai Chen, Amanda Doyle, Mark Krasniewski, Dan Luu, William Nagel, Helena Quixada, Swatee Singh, Sarah Sellke

**SRC Fellowship**
Cassondra Crotty Neau

**Whitaker Fellowship**
John (Brandon) Laffen

Scholarship/Fellowship Facts and Figures

For the 2003-2004 academic year, ECE undergraduate students received 135 ECE merit-based scholarships for a total of $182,250. ECE enrolled 1,140 undergraduate students as of the fall 2003 semester. Some undergraduate students received multiple awards. The number of awards to the number of scholarship applicants (not including eight Fessenden-Trott scholarships) was 68 percent.

For the same year, 52 graduate students received Purdue, ECE, and external fellowships, including new awards and renewals, for a total amount of approximately $2,184,000. In addition, 101 teaching assistantships and 278 research assistantships were awarded. ECE enrolled a total of 522 graduate students as of the fall 2003 semester. Some graduate students received multiple awards.
Editor’s note: The following has been condensed from the keynote address delivered by Jack Shaw (BS ’62, HDR ’98) at the Indiana Technology Summit VI at the Convention Center in Indianapolis on October 1, 2003.

It’s great to be back home in Indiana. I say “home” with feeling. Not only did I grow up and go to school here, but my wife Sue and I own a farm north of Ft. Wayne where we raise Clydesdale horses.

I must confess that there aren’t too many similarities between my horse business and starting up and running high-tech manufacturing companies. Except when I’m out in the barn—with a pitchfork in my hands.

Then I realize how much time I’ve spent as the manager of high-tech businesses dealing with just such everyday chores. Part of every manager’s job description—whether it’s in writing or not—includes “cleaning up after the horses.” That’s certainly true at the half-dozen startups I’ve been involved with as an investor or principal over my career.

Starting Up Hughes Network Systems

Almost 35 years ago, we started the company that’s now known as Hughes Network Systems. Our idea was to create a piece of equipment based on a new technology—digital communications—and sell that equipment to the big phone companies who were just starting to use satellites.

We mortgaged our houses and our kids’ futures for cash. We used a garage as our workspace and laid a piece of plywood across a couple of sawhorses for our worktable. We swept the floor ourselves.

Then we had to explain to our customers just what the heck digital technology was—and why it was better for them than analog. And, of course, God forbid, we had to learn how to actually manufacture the products we were convincing them to buy. We decided we were a new kind of company—a high-tech manufacturing company. The bankers decided we were nuts.

But Hughes Network Systems is still here today, a thousand times bigger than when we started. And we’re still moving up the value chain in high-tech manufacturing. How did we do it? More importantly, how can we all continue to do it in today’s even more difficult times and more competitive environment?

One Key to Success: University Alliances

Today, so much of manufacturing is automated that you can be competitive in Maryland—or Indiana—despite higher labor costs. Manufacturing has to be automated both to lower cost and to ensure consistent high quality. And automation is really knowledge-intensive.

That’s where universities like Purdue come in. They’ve got really bright technology people, great research centers, and thriving networks of supportive alumni. And, they usually can offer favorable licensing policies for just the types of manufacturing breakthroughs that we managers need to stay competitive. Universities have both resources and insights to offer us. But we also need them to help us attract the best engineers and technology people to our companies. It’s been my experience that you can’t get the best graduates—those with an entrepreneurial spirit—unless there’s a good educational system available to them for their continuing education.

Jack Shaw, President and CEO (Retired), Hughes Electronics

Continued on next page.
“Universities have both resources and insights to offer us. But we also need them to help us attract the best engineers and technology people to our companies.”

Another Key: Help from the Public Policy Sector

Another key to high-tech manufacturing success is getting help from the public policy sector in your state. Often, state and local governments don’t understand how mobile our high-tech employees are, how sensitive they are to local income taxes, housing costs, and the like. To lose them is to lose value as well as capability.

And they may not understand how precarious the finances of young high-tech manufacturing companies are. High-tech companies go broke really quickly.

Early one spring, as Hughes Network Systems was growing fast, we realized that we’d need another 100,000 square feet of manufacturing space by the end of the year. Those of us managing the company’s cash flow had to wait to the last possible minute to make sure before giving the go-ahead.

Our state and county officials really helped us. They came up with the idea of a technology corridor in our county and streamlined the approval process for us to build a new building. Partnership with state and local governments is absolutely essential for success.

Indiana’s Fiber Optic Network

Getting help from the state in setting up the infrastructure needed by high-tech companies is also crucial. All the great ideas that engineers have can’t be brought to reality, can’t create jobs, and can’t generate new taxes without the right infrastructure.

Here in Indiana the legislature has passed a bill to finish building the state’s fiber-optic network. That will make it more widely accessible to companies as well as colleges statewide. Creating an information superhighway will help Indiana attract even more high-tech jobs.

Another Key: Focusing on Our Customers

As business managers, what should we be doing to ensure our companies’ success? Learn how to work with our customers to deliver the products they need, rather than the products we want to build.

Technology is the engine that makes the world go forward. But technology also is a scary word to many customers—especially when it comes to high-tech products that keep changing rapidly.

For the first 15 years of Hughes Network Systems, we built cool stuff and went out to find markets and customers. We’ve been a lot more successful over the last 15 years by going out and asking our customers what they want and then coming back and building cool stuff to meet their needs. You cannot be scared if what the marketplace is telling you changes your ideas. It’s really important to build flexibility into your staff, your organization, and your plans.

Stay with things that make sense in the markets you’re in and the competitive environment you are in. But be willing to change everything else.
Another Key: Help from the Public Policy Sector

Another key to high-tech manufacturing success is getting help from the public policy sector in your state. Often, state and local governments don’t understand how mobile our high-tech employees are, how sensitive they are to local income taxes, housing costs, and the like. To lose them is to lose value as well as capability. And they may not understand how precarious the finances of young high-tech manufacturing companies are. High-tech companies go broke really quickly.

Early one spring, as Hughes Network Systems was growing fast, we realized that we’d need another 100,000 square feet of manufacturing space by the end of the year. Those of us managing the company’s cash flow had to wait to the last possible minute to make sure before giving the go-ahead.

Our state and county officials really helped us. They came up with the idea of a technology corridor in our county and streamlined the approval process for us to build a new building.

Partnership with state and local governments is absolutely essential for success.

Indiana’s Fiber Optic Network

Getting help from the state in setting up the infrastructure needed by high-tech companies is also crucial. All the great ideas that engineers have can’t be brought to reality, can’t create jobs, and can’t generate new taxes without the right infrastructure.

Here in Indiana the legislature has passed a bill to finish building the state’s fiber-optic network. That will make it more widely accessible to companies as well as colleges statewide. Creating an information superhighway will help Indiana attract even more high-tech jobs.

Another Key: Focusing on Our Customers

As business managers, what should we be doing to ensure our companies’ success? Learn how to work with our customers to deliver the products they need, rather than the products we want to build.

Technology is the engine that makes the world go forward. But technology also is a scary word to many customers—especially when it comes to high-tech products that keep changing rapidly.

For the first 15 years of Hughes Network Systems, we built cool stuff and went out to find markets and customers. We’ve been a lot more successful over the last 15 years by going out and asking our customers what they want and then coming back and building cool stuff to meet their needs.

You cannot be scared if what the marketplace is telling you changes your ideas. It’s really important to build flexibility into your staff, your organization, and your plans.

Facing Our Global Competition

In today’s economy, that advice goes doubly for the international sector. You can’t be fearful of losing jobs overseas when the labor costs there are a lot lower, while their manufacturing capability and quality may be as high as or higher than yours.

At Hughes Network Systems, we put three subsidiaries in India. Doing so did not cost us jobs at home. Instead, we gained jobs because we made additional sales by being more competitive. And we were able to bring new products to market because we could factor in their low-cost labor to our manufacturing and marketing overhead.

We were also able to successfully split new product development work between our U.S. and overseas facilities. You can do it, and more than that, if you don’t figure it out you will be putting your company at a disadvantage.

None of us can afford to be afraid of global competition. It’s a reality. Based on my own experience, I believe even global competition can contribute to our success here at home.

You hold our future in your hands. The creation of new intellectual property is the engine driving business today, and you are in a unique position to be the fuel for that engine.

Our country’s greatness lies in our principles, our courage, and our passion for freedom. But without technology, we would be hard-pressed to achieve the goals we set for ourselves.

You are very important to your country and your state. Never lose your fire, your curiosity, your passion for the future.

Best wishes for a healthy and prosperous high-tech industry in Indiana.

“Your country’s greatness lies in our principles, our courage, and our passion for freedom. But without technology, we would be hard-pressed to achieve the goals we set for ourselves.”
“We have set our sights high and are implementing our strategic plan to be the recognized leaders in undergraduate and graduate education. Toward that end, we are working hard to establish world-class research centers in our signature areas, build state-of-the-art facilities, and attract to our school the world’s brightest students and faculty scholars to complement the outstanding talent already in place. I believe we are making excellent progress and are well positioned to reach our goal of international preeminence.”

— Mark J. T. Smith

In our next issue of Wavelinks, we will update progress made on the bricks-and-mortar phase of the ECE Building Campaign. New classrooms, new labs, new space to support our drive to preeminence — all thanks to your support.